SGA surprised to discove r sources of SPB funding
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

With the relatively recent Split of
the Student Programming Board and
the Student Government Association,
combined with the extermination of
the Commons system, funding for the
Student Programming Board is still
an issue being examined by the
groups involved.

Although SPB is a separate body speak casually about the financial sitand has their own constitution, they uation of the organization , SGA
receive 32 percent of the SGA budget Treasurer Peyton McElyea '05
each year for programming. Members became aware that SPB . had a much
of the SGA Executive Board believed larger amount of money for programuntil about 10 days ago that this was ming than the money given by SGA.
the sole source of SPB funding. Yet "SPB members kept talking about
SPB also receives a budget from the how much money they had and how
College for funding, money which they didn 't know how to spend a big
was previously distributed to chunk of it. Numbers they were tossing around dwarfed what all of SGA
Commons leaders for programming.
Through hearing members of SPB had this year," McElyea said.

The other source of SPB's funding,
previously unknown to SGA, comes
though an operating budget that was
orig inally, established when the
Commons system was put in place, said
Senior Associate Dean Paul Johnston.
The Commons system Was
designed as a response to the removal
of fraternities in 1984, Johnston said.
Initiall y four Commons existed, but it
was later reduced to three. Two students were elected as the leaders of

Colb y hosts NESCAC cross coun try championshi p

each Common. These individuals were
responsible for the sponsorship, design
and administration of social life, both
within , their respective Commons and
throughout the campus. The College
established a budget to be used for
programming by the Commons leaders. A portion of this money was given
to hall staff for programming within
each residence hall.
However, the 2002-2003 academic
year was the last year that the

Commons system was in place.
"A year or two ago...we started to
question if the Commons had a role
here," Johnston said.
Although the Commons system was
gone, the money that was designated
to them still existed.
"Because they had a budget, the
money would have been channeled
into another group," Johnston said.
Continued on Page 3

Openly gay bishop Gene
Robinson to speak on campus

After Robinson 's election as bishop, many-Episcopaiian leaders met to
. NEWS EDITOR .
consider splitting from . the church!
Bishop Gene Robinson of New Last month, the Ang lican Church
Hampshi re will speak Thursday, Nov. issued a report in which they asked
4 at 7:30 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel. that the American Episcopal Church
Robinson made headlines around the apologize for Robinson 's consecration
world a year ago upon his consecra- and not promote any more openly gay
tion as the first openly gay bishop in clergy. "I think he's gained the respect
the Episcopal Church . His talk at of a lot of people throughout New
Colby will be entitled
both
Englan d,
¦
'
"The
Politics
of
Episcopalian and
Polarization and the
n
o
n
Search
for
Episcopalian ,
Community;" It is
Maisel said.
sponsored
by the
Robinson has
also been an advoGoldfarb Center for
Public Affairs and
cate of AIDS education and worked
Civic Engagement.
's
conseon AIDS issues in
Robmson
cration last year polarthe United States
and Africa. He has
ized
the
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I Sandy Maisel lobbied for debt
.debate that still has not Director of the Goldfarb Center for relief for impoverished nations and
been resolved. Despite
Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement
socially responsithe rift , Robinson has
ble investment.
continued to advocate
Maisel said that
for unity in the church.
this
lecture
is
part
of
an effort to
He
will
speak
about
building
a
sense
of
Hawking.
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point
of
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book
makes
people
react
to
events
in
a
pro
physicist
Stephen
puses,"
By CHAD FREDERICK
's offerhe
has
expand
the
Goldfarb
Center
recalled Hawking 's theory that infor- community, which is something
is to say that a lot of these ideologies grammed manner."
STAFF'WRITER
rest on a house of
Dan Flynn went mation entering black holes left the tried to do as bishop. "This is something ings. "This is a great opportunity the
cards—the emperor
throug h a total of univers e and Hawking 's subsequent a lot of people on this campus know Goldfarb Center has to bring someone
seven .particular admittance of error when another about and feel strong ly about ," L. like this to the campus," Maisel said.
Dan Flynn , author of "Intellectual has no clothes."
Speakers are in the works for later
Morons: How Ideology makes Smart
Next , Flynn went
cases of 'intellectu- physicist , John Preskill , proved him Sandy Maisel , Director of the Goldfarb
People fall for Stupid Ideas" visited on to a string of case
al morons,' includ- wrong. "To me, he 's a hero for doing Center, said. "It 's an issue veiy heavily this year that would also hel p to provide a broader focus on issues dealing
Colby on Wednesday, Oct. 27 i n Page studies of "intellecing
Naom that. Stephen Hawking is not stub- in the public eye."
Robinson was consecrated Nov. 2, with public affairs. "The Goldfarb
tual morons," most
Chomsk y,
Commons.
Paul bornl y attached to his theory. " Flynn
Fl ynn felt that ideology, as he of whom were acadEhrlich ,
Dan ended his lecture with a quote from 2003 and has officially served as bishop Center wants to deal with public
perceived it , was a dangerous phe- emics,
as
he
Rather ,
Paul C.S. Lewis: 'if you are on the wrong since March despite threats from some affairs," Maisel said. "I don 't want it
nomenon that had caused many peo- described in his theWollbwitz and oth- road, progress means doing an about parishioners that they would leave the to just be about government, politics
and economics."
church or not donate to the church.
ers , adding that turn and heading backwards. "
p le to commit crimes and deception sis. He made it clear
in the name of an unattainable goal that ideology was not
more
were
During the question and answer
Dan Flynn described in his session, Fl ynn fielded inquiries about
and that students should be aware limited to 'the left of
Author, "Intellectual Morons: How
that many ideolog ies come from the the political specbook. Me then took Iraq and Afghanistan from impasIdeology makes Smart People fall
ranks of college professors and other trum. "The book is
moment
to sioned listeners.
for Stupid Ideas " a
academics.
about ideology—not
describe someone
Flynn responded by first stating that
"I wrote this book as an antidote to about left or ri ght.
that he perceived as
Continued on Page 2
indoctrination evident on many cam- The danger s in all ideology that ; true intellectual: famed astroBy BRAD KASNET

This is something a lot of
people on this
campus know
about and feel
strongly about.

Flynn criticizes 'in tellectual morons
I wrote this
book as an antidote to indoctrination evident
on many campuses.

Alcohol to be served select Fridays in Dana
By BRAD KASNET
NEWS EDITOR

Dining Services is set to launch a
new program that will include alcohol
being sold on select Friday nights in
Dana Dining Hall.
On three evenings over the remainder of the semester, Dining Services
will set aside the Fairchild Room lot
students 21 years old and older who
want to have it glass of wine or a beer
with their dinners. Each night, drinks
with a common theme will be available that will be sold for $1 each,
There will be a two-drink maximum
per person. The first night is scheduled for Nov. 12 mid will feature
drinks from Maine: a red wine, a
white wine and a.beer.
The program is designed to be an
educational experiment that will give
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older students a chance to enjoy alcohol in moderation and prepare them
for business environments. "In my
mind, I think it's a good tiling to do for
21+ students who are about to go into
the professional world," Director of
Dining Services Varun Avasthi said.
The idea for the program came
from
Studen t
Government
Association President Cat Welch '05
and Vice President Adelin Cai '05.
"It's been bothering me for a while ,
hut it came up recently at the SASA
[Students Against Sexual Assault]
training," Welch said. "There are two
drinking scenes at Colby: a ton of
drinking or no drinking."
Welch said she thought there
should be a way for students to learn
to drink in moderation. "What do
your parents dp?" she said. Welch lmd
heard from sonic students used to
having a drink with dinner. "I hear it

most from international students or
students who have been abroad.
That 's something they miss," she said.
Welch and Cai proposed the idea
to Vice President of Student Affairs
and Dean of Student s Janice
Kassman , who Welch said was
immediately receptive to the idea.
"Both Janice and Varun were clutch
in the plans," Welch said. "They were
both really helpful."
Avasthi stressed that this experiment is an educational one to show
students how to consume alcohol
responsibly in mealtime settings . "I
think it will be good for students to
see it can be done," Avasthi said. The
bartender will be able to tell students
about the available wine selections
and students can sample wines before
buying a glass. The Fairchild Room
will also be dressed up slightly to provide "u little ambience" for the affairs,

The Delicious Bass
returns with-a look
at one of our generation's icons on
page 4,

Avasthi said.
A Her the first night of .the program ,
it is scheduled to be offered two more
evenings as well, on Nov. 19 mid
Dec. 3, willi the themes of those two
nights to be drinks from the West
Coast and from the Midwest. "I'm
curious to see the response," Avasthi
said. He is expecting up to 150 students to partake in die offer over the
course of three hours. Although (lie
Fairchild Room only seats about 35
to 40 people, he hoped that students
would cycle out alter they are done
eating so that there is room for everyone. Avasthi said that the program
could be continued in (lie spring if it
is successful. "If students think it's a
good idea, we 'd like to do it for the
second .semester," he said. "I think it
will be good for the students to see it
can be done."
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Bishop (lone Robinson, the first openly gay Ep iscopalian bishop.

The Fantastical
Bunny Show
amazes Colby students at the
Coffeehouse on
page 6.

Kate Campbell is
this week's
Spotlight on the
Arts for her theater
contributions on
page 7.
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Recently, many Colby students
attended an informational session
about the Students in Free Enterprise
Organization (SIFE), a group
described
on
their
website
(www.sifeus-a.org) as "a nonprofit
organization that gives students the
tools to learn the free enterprise system in a real working situation."
Globally, SIFE has chapters on i,600
campuses in 40 countries; half of
those teams are in the United States.
Teams take lessons learned in the
classroom arid apply them to service
and business projects in the communities around their schools. The teams
then take their results and present
them at regional championships. The
winner of each regional championship moves on to a national championship and eventually the national
champion team competes at the
group's World Cup.
David Sparks '07, an economics
major, is responsible for bringing
SIFE to the Colby campus. Over the
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summer, Sparks learned about the on working with children on educagroup from Fortune magazine and tional projects." Sparks explained
learned more information on the that hopefully team members will be
group's website. Sparks looked to see able to work on projects that pi que
if Colby had a group already, which their interest. Naturally, . the group
they did not, and spoke to Robert will be able to do more projects if
Ortiz, SIFE's northeast recruiting they have more members and studirector, about the possibility of start- dents studying differing majors are
welcome to the
ing a club. Ortiz
group.
came to Colby and
One project that
ran an informationSparks
has already
stual session for
begun
to
think about
a
dents , showed
involves
downtown
movie and handed
revitalization
for
out manuals about
Waterville. This prothe group. "I was
ject Would . involve
p leasantly surprised
about how many
David Sparks '07 working with the
Waterville Chamber
kids showed up for
SIFE Organizer
of ; Commerce in
meeting,"
the
order to obtain grants
Sparks said.
for downtown busiThe group will
nesses
to
spruce
up their appearance,
projects
what
project
or
soon decide
they will be doing this year. The both inside and outside of the stores,
amount and type of projects depends making downtown Waterville a more
on the students that become involved attractive place.
After the group completes the proin the group. "Hopefully we will be
ject
or projects they choose, they will
Sparks
doing more than one project,"
said. "A lot of kids are more business have to organize a presentation in
focused, some will be more focused which they will show the merits of the

I was pleasantly
surprised about
how many kids
showed up for
the meeting. --

work they have done. Some projects
completed by SIFE groups span several years and team members.
SIFE is sponsored by numerous
large corporations and companies that
view the competition as a wonderful
opportunity to find future employees.
The informational video shown by
Ortiz included the fact that Wal-Mart
recruits college students for managerial positions solely through SIFE; they
do not visit college campuses. SIFE is
an opportunity for students to gain
business skills while helping their
community and create contacts in the
business world for after college. .
According to the SIFE website ,
Colby is the only New England
Small College Athletic Conference
school involved with the organization. The only other schools in Maine
involved with SIFE are Maine
Maritime Academy, the University of
Maine at Farmington and the
University of Southern Maine. The
academic advisor for the group is
Professor of Administrative Science
and Science, Technology, and
Society Leonard S. Reich.

DAN FLYNN:Studentsquestionstanceon wars,Marxism
At another, a student stood rigidly on
the stage directly in front of him over
the entire course of the speech. Flynn
closed the event by encouraging all in
the audience to "embrace real intellectualism and question authority."He
was applauded.
Ashley Hunt '07, who is a member
of the Student Programming Board's
Cultural Events Committee, was
there to help C-SPAN cameramen set
up audio and visual equipment.
"The cool thing is about vf hy 'CSPAN is coming here," said ttunt. "CSPAN wanted to film him [Dan
Flynn] in D.C., but he wanted to
speak at a college." She went on to
explain why SPB had chosen Flynn in
particular. "This year, there were a lot
of heated debates, on campus. We
want to promote discourse-^-we wanted to bring a speaker whov wou]d get
people thinking, and not just promote

Continued From Page 1
he had always been against the Iraq
war, and second, that "We dropped a
greater tonnage of food on
Afghanistan than bombs."This led to
a question about the dropping of the
atomic bomb in World War II Flynn
defended this action.
Another student made a lengthy
defense of Marxism as a misinterpreted theoiy. Flynn curtly dismissed this
argument, referencing the millions of
people killed by Communist governments and the United States' economic dominance of the world.
He thanked the remaining audience
members for their tolerance. He told
stories of very different receptions
he'd gotten at other colleges. At one
school he was threatened with arrest if
he was to set foot in the auditorium.

arguing," Hunt said. Asked about
several incongruous 'Remember
Reagan' flyers on a table nearby, a
volunteer explained that they were
from
the
Young
America's
Foundation (YAF), a Republican
group that funds and helps organize
campus events around the nation,
such as this speech.
After the event, Mary Spooner '07
said "Colby students are so obnoxious. [But, the speech] definitely
made me think." The next day, a message appeared on Colby's Digest of
Civil Discourse from Andy Orr '05,
one of the students who had walked
out of the lecture early, :offering an
apology and a more specific disagreement with Flynn.
Dan Flynn has a website that can be
accessed
at
http://www.flynnfiles.com.
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But women between the ages of 47 the money was suddenly vetoed,"
and 58 experience three times the rate Osimo said.
She praised the
of breast cancer as
efforts
of
the
their grandmothers
Massachusetts
did at the same age."
Breast
Cancer
Osimo showed a
Coalition for their
short film giving a
continued convincbrief history of the
institute, including
ing of legislators^
the origin of its
the importance of
name, coming from
such
research.
"Rachel Carson was
Rachel
Carson 's
g r o u n d b r e a k i ng
afraid to tell people
book . Carson herself
she had breast canCheryl Osimo cer. Our field of
died of breast cancer
Silent Spring Institute
in 1964.
study is very young
and requires public
Osimo commented on the difficult
support. We must
task of attaining the funds necessary all work together to ensure our envifor their research, "This is not easy ronment does not take a back seat,"
research to do. Methods had to be Osimo said.
devel oped in order to do it. At the end
She felt that the environment must
of the second phase, we went to the have some effect on breast cancer
Massachusetts state legislature, and rates since genetics only accounts for

FEATURES EDITOR

Chemicals and
everyday products have never
been studied for
their impact on
our health.

Cheryl Osimo of the Silent Spring
Institute came to Colby on Oct. 27 to
discuss her involvement in the organization dedicated to identifying the
links between the environment and
women's health, especially breast cancer. Their studies, based in Cape Cod,
began 10 years ago.
"Chemicals and everyday products
have never been studied for their
impact on our health. Our research
hopes to provide needed clues into
how these chemicals affect our
health," Osimo said. According to
Osimo , of the approximately 80
chemicals on the market , fewer than
10 percent have undergone tests to
assess their affects on human health .
"This lack of evidence of harm has
been translated to mean we are safe.
—

—

—

six to ten percent of its causes. "The
Massachusetts Department of Public
Health needs to step up and help us
finish this," Osimo added.
She deplored the pressures research
has faced in the past due to the
tourism in the area, saying, "It 's difficult because they'll do anything to
stop you from reporting something
negative. I see Cape Cod as a laboratory for the rest of the world."
The rate of breast cancer there was
found to be 21 percent higher than the
state average and prompted research
to occur there. The area intakes high
levels of pesticides and insect repellents. Osimo spoke positivel y on
Maine's eff orts to combat breast cancer. "I am thrilled to come to Maine , a
real model with a college [Colby], a
hospital [MaineGencral], and the
Maine Breast Cancer Coalition all

working together, she said
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Time:
1 :30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.
11:50 p.m.
12:10 a.m.
2:20 a.m.
7:00 a.m.
4:33 p.m.
11:25 p.m.
11:36 p.m.
6:48 a.m.
1:10 p.m.
12:30 a.m.
1:12 a.m.
8:40 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
11:07 p.m.
11:22 p.m.
i :25 a.m.
1 :38 a.m.
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Location:
Residence Hall
Johnson Hall ••
Outside Avcrill Hall
Outside Avcrill Hall
Mitchell Lounge
Roberts Parking Lot
Athletic Parking Lot
Robins Hall
Mitchell Hall
Dana Hall
Cobuni Hall .
Foss Hall
Miller Library Steps
Outside Alfond Apts.
Alfond Apartments
Outside Alfond Apts.
Dana Hall
Woodman Hall
Roberts Parking Lot
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Disposition:
WTVL Police, Deans Office
SecurityDeans OlTice
Deans Office
Deans Office
Security
WTVL Police
Deans Office
Deans Office
WTVL Police, Deans Office
WTVL Police
Health Center
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Health Center
Health Center
WTVL Police
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Comments:
Reported today. Occurred before break.
Vending machine damaged.
Open container.
Open container.
Open containers/underage consumption.
Two tires slashed on a cruiser.
Hit and run.
Noise complaint/unreg istered party.
Fire safety violation , burning candle.
Quilt stolen from the laundry room.
Powder blue bike taken from rack.
Alcohol.
Open container.
Open container.
Disorderly conduct.
Open container, failure to comply.
Alcohol.
Alcohol.
Kids from town asked to leave!
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Dan Flynn addressed afeis ty crowd in PageCommons last Wednesday, Oct. 27.

Study links breast cancer, environment
By KATIE FULLER
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Admissions makes changes in attempts to
attract minority students to campus
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Modifications in the ways the
College recruits minority students are
being imp lemented this year, in an
effort to bring a more diverse student
body to Colby.
Among the changes is the discontinuation of "Discover Colby" weekends, which in the past were an
opportunity for students of color to
come to campus in the fall , stay
overnight and go to classes, without
any charge to the .student.
"The purpose was recognizing that
not always, but more often than not ,
the opportunity to come to Colby
doesn 't always exist for all students.
Sometimes you jus t have to let people
experience it ," said Associate Director

of Admissions and Multicultural
Enrollment Denise Walden,
As a replacement for "Discover
Colby," the new initiative "Colby
Live: Beyond the Publications ," will
take place this year. Rather than take
place in the fall, when students who
may not app ly to Colby will visit ,
"Colby Live" will be the last weekend
in February.
"It's essentiall y the same thing fas
"Discover Colby"], but by that time
students have app lied. We'll know the
students are interested ," Walden said.
To ensure that students from all
areas know about Colby, last year the
Admissions Office began "Colby On
the Road. " This initiative includes
receptions held across the country,
Africantargeting
specificall y
Continued on Page 3
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Students work with teens in Waterville 's South End
By CHAD FREDERICK
STAFF WRITER

This past Halloween weekend,
members of the Colby South End
Coalition (CSEC) prepared a haunted
house for teenagers in the South End
of Watervilk. Recent graduate Jackie
DuPont '04 emphasized that CSEC
works to provide positive role models
for at-risk youth and to raise Colby
community awareness about poverty
in the South End. "It's about helping
kids reach their potential without getting distracted by drugs," DuPont said.
The CSEC works as a source of
volunteers for a larger community
improvement organization, the South

End Neighborhood Association
(SENA). This organization is staffed
by volunteers from the community
and elsewhere. "Their community is
very different from ours," said Colleen
McGee '06. McGee and the other club
members spend most of their.effort at
the local school's Teen Center.
"Some of these kids tell us that
school is stupid," McGee said "In
their homes, these kids are lacking
positive role models," explained Alan
Ashbaugh '05. "We help them [South
End teens] to foster a healthy relationship with an older person—someone
these teens could look up to. . The goal
of the CSEC is to better link the Colby
and South End community in a mutu-

ally beneficial relationship." .
Asked what Colby volunteers got
out of the experience , McGee
described a Sweet 16 birthday party
that the volunteers were invited toi r"It
was a powerful experience," she said.
"It -was like a throwback to another
time," added Ashbaugh. "Going to the
high school is like going back to your
old high school experience."
The volunteers were enthusiastic
about their experience at the South
End Teen Center. McGee says she has
never regretted her involvement in the
CSEC. "I don 't think I would have
heard about it if I hadn't been in
[Associate Professor and Education
Department Chair] Mark [Tappanl's

class—Children and Adolescents in
School and Our Society. It requires
you to volunteer either at the Alfond
Youth Center or the Teen Center in the
South End," McGee said.
Ashbaugh and others wanted to
make it clear that working with the
teenagers at the center was actually
fun. "They're just like normal teenage
kids who want someone adult to fiang
out with," DuPont said. "They think
college kids are cool."
"They get to let some steam off to
people who aren't teachers, who aren't
parents. They can complain about their
parents, the system, the school," said
McGee. "We do what they want to do,"
DuPont said, describing several com-

mon activities that took place at the
Teen center every week: hanging out,
casual sports, safe sex lectures from
career volunteers and a "power hour"of
homework. During this power hour, the
volunteers have all the teens sit down at
desks and help each one of them to
solve homework problems. Since they
began this event, the teens have shown
a great improvement in academic performance and self-esteem. "Their
grades have risen. They're proud about
the grades," McGee said.. "Their grades
are now really important to them,"
DuPont added.
"The public school system is overcrowded and understaffed ," DuPont
said. The CSEC volunteers encour-

aged Colby students to join the
CSEC's ranks. Ashhaugh also encouraged Colby students to come to a
CSEC-sponsored event occurring
Tuesday, Nov. 9th. It will be a panel
debate, with the purpose of exploring
Colby's economic and social impact
in the development of the Waterville
community and whether Colby should
do more to help the development of
Waterville's South End. "We're having people both from the Waterville
community and the Colby community
explore the environmental and social
impact of how much money Colby is
bringing to Waterville," he explained.

Endowment grows f o rthe f irsttime in f our y ears
By BRAD KASNET
NEWS EDITOR

Colby's endowment rose in the past
year for the first time in four years. On
June 30, at the end of the 2004 fiscal
year, the endowment stood at
$357,171,000. That represents an 11
percent increase from the endowment's value on June 30, 2003, which
was $321,584,000. The endowment
earned a 13.63 percent return on
investments over the 2004 fiscal year,
which is the first time there has been a
positive return on investments since
fiscal year 2000, when the endowment
earned a 29 percent return on investments. The end of fiscal year 2000
also marked an all-time high in the

value of the endowment. On June 30,
2000, it stood at $373,535,000.
In fiscal 2004, there was also $6.4
million added to the endowment in the
form of gifts and other additions, and
$14 million used from the endowment
for spending on operations.
Associate Vice President for
Investments Doug Reinhardt said that
changes in the endowment are largely
the result of the performance' of the
economy. "Our portfolio is pretty well
diversified," Reinhardt said. "It's a
reflection of what went on in the capital markets."
The declines experienced from
2000-2002 are the worst that had been
seen since the early 1970's. "The last
time we had something of this magnitude was 30 years previous ,"

Reinhardt said.
Despite this decline, short-term
fluctuations in the endowment like
these do not have a major impact on
how the endowment is used. The
amount of the endowment spent on
operations each year is determined by
a spending formula set by the Board
of Trustees that is based on a five-year
rolling average. "Despite having three
tough years, the endowment has at
least maintained its financial commitment and actually made some small
increases in the last three years,"
Reinhardt said.
"The purpose of the endowment is
to support the long-term operations of
the College," Reinhardt said. Some of
the money in the endowment is
restricted and was given with certain

stipulations on how it could be spent
or for certain purposes, such as a
scholarship ,6r a named professorship.
As far as how Colby 's endowment
compares to that of other schools, the
analysis of . that is not yet complete,
but Reinhardt expects that last year 's
return on investments will be slightly
lower th an that of peer institutions.
He noted , though, that annual fluctuations are common and a more accurate comparison would be to look at a
five or ten-year period , over which
Colby compares quite closely to most
peer institutions.
A comprehensive survey will be
released later in the year, which will
give the College the accurate information they need to draw comparisons
with peer schools. In terms of total

Students travel to homelessness conference
By BEN HERBST
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Three Colby students attended the
17th Annual Conference of the
National Student Campaign Against
Hunger and Homelessness from Oct.
29-31. The students, Jennifer Scotland
'06, Caroline Williams '07 and Susan
Francis '07 made the 10-hour journey
to Loyola College in Baltimore,
Maryland for the event:
The students learned about the conference through Williams ' involvement with the Colby Volunteer Center.
She is the center 's program leader for
the Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter. The
center covered the students' expenses
in order to travel to the conference.
About 350 peop le attended the conference, which is held at a different
college campus every year. "Almost
all the people there were college students, others were recent college graduates who were still involved at their
schools," Francis said. Williams added
that this was "a great opportunity to
network with people." The students
had a specific chance to plan future
events during three regional strategy
sessions. "During this time we could
coordinate events with students from
other schools," Scotland said.
The conference is designed to help

and coordinate student groups. This
includes teaching the students how to
run awareness weeks and other ways
of helping homeless people.
While at the conference the students
had numerous options on which seminars to attend, there was a wide range
of topics discussed. Francis was specifically impressed with an overpopulation seminar. During, these seminars,
the students were presented with information and then given a chance to discuss the issues as well as ask questions.
The conference showed them that
there are many ways to hel p homeless
people. One speaker suggested that if
a person is worried about giving
money to a homeless person, they
should give that person a coupon for
food instead. Scotland remarked that
the "Faces of Homelessness" panel ,
consisting of currentl y and formerly
homeless individuals gave her some
insi ght into the issue. The members of
the panel provided ways for students
and other people to make an effective
difference to problems based on their
own experiences. One member of the
panel "said it means so much more for
someone to ask 'how are you doing, '
or simp ly just 'hello ,' instead of just
giving someone money on the street ,"
Scotland remarked , adding, "that part
really struck me."

SPB: FundingcomingfromSGAand College
Continued From Paye 1
When the SPB became its owii
body in the spring of 2002, it was written into their constitution that they
would receive funding from both SGA
and the College , According to SPB
President Carreau Mueller '05, the
amount of money that SI*B receives
from the College is proport ional to the
students enrolled and increases as
tuition increases.
"This is nothing new to us; it 's only
new to SGA," Mueller said.
"The similarities between
the
Commons system and SPB is we still
program. Getting money from the
Commons system type fund is logical ," said SPB Treasure r Caitlin
McCusker '05.
Mueller and McCusker both
stressed the desire to be autonomous
from SGA and this as motivation not to
receive all of their funding from SGA.
"Getting all our money fro m S(«A
would he like we're under their thumb.
They have clear objectives and we
have clear objectives ," Mueller said.
Mueller emphasized that each
committee is extremely careful with
their money and SPB report s to the
Dcun 's Office each week with their
budgetary reports.
"The money is on track," she said,

The lack ol communication
between SGA and SPB is a concern
for both groups.
"They didn 't know to ask and wc
didn 't know to tell ," McCusker said
about the funding.
"I feci like we're in the dark about a
lot of stuff ," McIMyea said. "We support what they ' re trying to do, but we
want to know wh y these decisions
were made a coup le' of years ago and
why wc weren 't informed , "
With the new knowledge of SPB' s
funding also conies concerns from
SGA about SPB' s use of their money.
"They 're paying for some random
and extravagant things ," Mclil yea said,
Also, SGA Films will need to he taken
over by SPB , Mclilyea said , or it will
no longer continue. "Ifthey have a budget larger than ours, there 's some things
we shouldn 't lie pay ing for," he said.
Mueller said that SPB was asked to
pick up SGA films at the beginning ol
this year, but they did not have enough
time to organize it.
Just us a portion of the Commons
fund budget was given to Ihe IIRs ,
SPB also gives a segment of their
funding from the College to the I IRs.
"The budgeting isn 't up to date with
the systems that are in place right
now," Mueller said.
SPB's funding will be discussed at this
Sunday's Presidents' Council meeting.

All three students agreed that home- issue, the people at the conference
lessness is a much larger issue in cen- were hig hly motivated which made
tral Maine than students realize. "There the experience really positive ,"
is limited awareness [about homeless- Francis said.
Francis and Williams will be
ness]," Francis said. Williams said that
she, as a regular worker at the Mid- attending a conference at Gettysburg
Maine Homeless Shelter, often had College in February. The focus of that
noticed that the groups at the shelter conference will be rural poverty.
Anyone interested in the National
could vary from, week to week. This
means there are more homeless people Student Campaign Against Hunger
out there than the shelter can support. and Homelessness can visit their web"People don't realize how many home- site at http://www.nscahh.org.
less people there are [in the region],"
' '
Williams said.
The highli g ht of the
conference for
the students
was
the
keynote speaker, Jonathan
Kozol. Kozol
is a nationall y
renowned
expert who is
primarily
interested in
educational
inequalities
and feels they
perpetuate
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENNIFER SCOTLAND
injustices.
Three students attended a conference on homelessness ~
"While this held at Loyola College in Baltimore hist weekend.
is a depressing

dollar value of endowments,
Reinhardt said there isn't much
change from year to year in the rankings among peer institutions. Of the
members of the New England Small
College Athletic Conference, Colby
usually ranks around eighth. Colby is

usually ahead of Bates College and
Connecticut College, and tends to go
back and forth with Trinity College.
"You've got Williams and Amherst up
at the top in the billion dollar area,"
Reinhardt said.

First-Year Council set to form with goals
of increased student participation
By CHAD FREDERICK

Welch, Williams, and Wharton all
STAFF WRITER
made clear that the main goal of the
new and improved First-Year Council
Early in September, Student would be to "increase communication
Government Association (SGA) within the class, and to build a unique
President Cat Welch '05 sent a cam- class identity," Williams said. While
pus-wide email asking for applica- he aiidiWelch were reticent on speciftions for the position of first-year class ic details about the E YC, Wharton was
representative. Applications were more forthcoming with ideas about
read, interviews were made and in a the new council's goals. "You come,
week Timothy Williams '08 was given you have your COOT (Colby Outdoor
the position. Soon, he and Welch got Orientation Trips), you have orientatogether to decide on plans for a new tion, you're off," she said, expressing
first-year council, to be called the dissatisfaction with current first-year
First-Year Council (FYC). "We are orientation programs. "I'd like there to
setting a precedent for future years, so be a continual regrouping throughout
a lot of forethought is required to the year: I'd like the freshman class to
ensure the council will be something reaLly know each other, to build memworthwhile,1' Williams said of tKe ories, ' make friends, plan exciting
,
,
;
l
,,
meetings.! WiHiarris aii'd: 'Welth deeM-i eVe^ts'?I tor:ge11]cMecte d to' Colby."
ed to involve Director of Student She had many ideas of events the FYC
Activities Kelly Wharton as an indi- could organize, but said th at she
rect overseer for the new council.
hoped that the new councillors would
Welch agreed with Williams in have ideas of their own.
Wharton described a structure for
emphasizing that the planning is being
^
done very carefully in order to ensure the First-Year Council- different from
a clear set of goals and responsibilities that of the other classes' representafor this year 's First-Year Council. tives. Initially she described "..two
"My understanding is that [the First- representatives that represent the entire
Year Council] has been rather ambigu- class. One serves on SGA, and one
ous in the past," Welch said. "We do serves on SPB [Student Programming
want to make the Freshman Council Board]." Each class at Colby has these
more effective in the coming year." two representative offices, but in the
Welch said that class representatives first year they will both be appointed ,
for sophomore and junior classes have instead of elected. Williams is the
also been historicall y inactive. SGA representative for the first-year
"Equall y ambiguous are the class rep class , and the SPB representative has
positipns oh the other classes," she not been appointed yet. "[The SGA
said. She believed that a strong set of and SPB reps] will switch positions for
class representatives this year will the second semester. They are a point
carry over into coming years. "If we of organization for classmates and a
establish a strong Freshman Council source of information for each organithis year, it will establish a strong zation," Wharton explained.
Besides those two, there will be
class rep system next year."
somewhere between 15 and 20 students
who will become first-year class councillors . "We will take applications by email , and then have an interview,"
Welch said on these offices. "Tim will
be
our liaison between the FYC and the
ol
students
"The overall population
graduating from high school will peak PC [Presidents ' Council), " Wharton
in 2009. That means we have a great added. The first-year councillors will be
opportunity to get out, and in terms of "students that will work with Tim to
students of color, don 't let them fall influence the Presidents ' Council , [students] that essentiall y work toward the
through the cracks," Walden said,
"The results [of the number of goals of the first-year class." Welch
ALANA students enrolled] have been explained that the First-Year Council
disappointing," President William D. will be headed by the above mentioned
"The Freshman
Adams said. "The structure of the representatives.
Council
is
designed
to set an example
producing
the
results
we
efforts is not
representation
for student leadershi p, for class reprewant . Without a greater
of members of American ethnic and sentatives in the future," she said,
racial minority groups, a huge part ol Wharton added that the purpose of this
new council was not only to hel p make
the equation is missing."
"You do it over a period of time and the first year more enjoyable and more
you begin to build on successes—you rewarding, but to provide opportunities
get students on the radar screen earlier for students to get experience in leaderand more often ," Director ol ship. "Hopefull y, it 'll be the first opportunity of their leadership career."
Admissions Steve Thomas said.

MINORITY RECRUITMENT: Admissionsofficelookingat new strategies
Continued From Page 2
American , Latino , Asian , and Native
American (ALANA) st udents and
their families whose names are in a
database based on college fairs , SAT
scores and PS AT scores, hast year,
two receptions were held; the program
was expanded to include .s ix this year .
At the receptions, Admissions "take as
much of Colby as we can to the family," Walden said. This year receptions
took place in Boston , Providence ,
Hart ford, Washington IXC , New York
and Chicago.
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'"flic list may change from year to
year. We felt that it seems to be a pretty
good new initiative. I think parents really appreciated that we would take the
time and talk to them ," Walden said.
Walden noted that occasionally
minority students have the chance to
visit the campus on an individual
basis , but this would require a transcri pt , test scores and a hi gh school
counselor statement.
Additionally, Colby join ed the
National Hispanic Institute , which
allows admissions officers to go to
college fairs over the summer and
meet Hispanic high school students ,
These alterations to the way the
College recruits minority students
do not result from a specific finding
or incident ,
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EDITORIAL
Alcohol in Dana a creative,

How making a lif e-dummy of Traditions
y our roommate elucidates all

educational initiative
Next week Dining Services will be launching a new program that will
allow students of age to enjoy a glass of wine or a beer- with their dinner on
selected Friday nights'. It came about as part of a combined effort between
the Student Government Association,, Dining Services and the Dean of
Students Office. This new initiative is a creative and unique idea and one we
expect students will enjoy. Not only should it provide a welcome change of
pace from the typical Friday night dinner, but it will be an educational experience to introduce students to the type of responsible drinking they 'll find
after leaving Colby. Colby students don't often drink wine that doesn't come
from a box and this offers a chance for students to expand their hortzons.
While the perception of students is that the administration is often trying
to further limit alcohol consumption on campus, this program not only offers
a new outlet for students to drink, but provides a vastly different type of
opportunity for students and shows that education and alcohol consumption
can go hand in hand.
SGA leaders Cat Welch '05 and Adelin Cai '05 should be commended for
their work in formulating this idea. While SGA has been fairly inactive on
policy matters this year, creating ne-w events and programs seems to be a
strong point of this administration. This new program is an excellent example of how students and administrators can work together to initiate new programs that can create an enjoyable atmosphere on campus for students.

Colby students respond to call to vote
and be politicallyactive
With Election Day passed, many Colby students find themselves wondering what to do with all their free time now. From the beginning of the
school year until Nov. 2, these students worked tirelessly to increase voter
awareness and send one major message to Colby students: vote. The politi
cai activity of students on campus is commendable.
While not every student devoted hours a day to campaigning, the major
ity of Colby students did seem to have an interest in the election and followed through with their civic duty to vote. Colby students showed up in
large numbers at the polls in Waterville, while many others chose to vote
through absentee ballots. Colby students disproved the notion that young
Americans do not care about politics.

SPECIALS - JHt Distressed Beer 12 pack cans:
Old Milwaukee, Old
Milwaukee Light, Schaefer,
and Schaefer Light

By Matt Busch

It's a funny week in the news cycle.
Paralyzed on the cusp of the largest
story of the past four years, I sit here
knowing that by the time the paper
makes it to those lovely wood grain
news stands positioned strategically
across campus, any input, observations or pleas to get out the vote will
fall on even deafer ears than usual.
More importantly, there is a significant chance that I would make some
grandiose prediction or proclamation
of ultimate scope and end up looking
really stupid.
Journalists, trapped in this limbo,
never talk about this foible of timing.
Never. It is the ultimate unwritten
rule: never write a column about
things that make it tough to write the
column. Instead, these real journalists
try to discover a new layer of their
style, experiment with a new focus for
the first time or to just be creative Lucky for us though, I am far from a
real journalist.
Dignity, ethics, style and voice;
these are all just buzzwords thrown
around by the bourgeois, hi ghbrowed, Times New Roman , New
York Times type. They can't go about
their day until they have finished nibbling on both their breakfast quiche
and Paul Krugman 's latest reckless
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So, the only logical
and decent thing to do
was for me to con- *>
struct a life-sized
dummy of him and
carry it around wherever
I went, to t^f ^T ur^^metaphor- fe^uV f

t e a 1 1 y mM~^^

spread the
lovin' ofmy brother of <
another
: mother,
metaphorical l y , ,
speaking. Plus , if m
you have never seen wj k |
a life-sized dummy|
ro||
do a keg stand,
o$H
you have yet *9HH
to begin living.
Quickly I found myself embarked
upon an engineering project of Big
Dig-ian proportions. My initial rationale was based on the fact that with
his clothes and some duck tape, it
would take me approximately 10 minutes. Unfortunate ly I didn 't factor in
the time it would take me to build my
little buddy a skeleton out of field
hockey sticks and rig up a support system. However, this is neither the
point, nor even close to important, as

my work was rewarded when at the
end of the night soineone had the
dummy cornered on the couch for a
little bit of heavy cuddling.
However, once I had his body perfectly anatomically shaped for maximum spooning, I realized that he
needed a little bit of girth. However,
what presented itself most logically
iiwas my largest surprise. As I
sat there on fhe floor,, pile of
The Colby Echo at my feet
•stuffing my roomg^s^mate's clothing with
-^them, I was
gtj^
~
X^£§j actually heard to
£SHutter, "Finally the
Echo serves some
i^-^\
pur\
^ practical
pose." BefoTe I could even
1. begin to , stop and ponder
P my prophetic words, the
P specter of Katie Hamm,
castigator in chief, forced me to flagellate myself. A lot. For seriods.
With a little bit of distance it
occurred to me how true this state¦V mem is. The Echc has a little bit
|for everyone; make use of it how
|you may. If reading is not really
your thing, then make the
&^4fk
P
| |^ Echo into a fresh gift for
your hamster ev ery Thursday. If
you 're weird and into theatre, make
paper mache masks and totally alienate yourself from your dorm. Clean up
after your roommate with it. Plant it
and grow a con-tree-versy. Or, as I
have read on our shaded paths, just
fuck it. But, in the spirit of fake journalism, just do what you do and do it
half-heartedly. If this column can get
around to any type of moral, let that be
it. Until next week when I have to go
back to pretend journalism.

An icon under fire
THE DELICIOUS BASS
By Noah Balazs

Sam Adams Winter Ale 1/2 Barrel
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1FORGOT MY MANTRA

rant/It 's their guilty pleasure; it beats
sleeping with your personal assistant.
Fake journalists are not, however,
bound by this pretense.
It is a this point that my roommate, a
righteously righteous guy, enters the
fray as he always seems to when I need
some human touch to convince my
audience that I have emotions too.
Anyway, this Halloween weekend, my
roommate had to be out of town and
therefore could not attend a certain
Halloween party we were invited to.

Who are the icons of our generation? Who are the people who are
objects of uncritical devotion? Our
parents can claim people like Martin
Luther King, Jr., Louis Armstrong and
Walt Disney. Who can our generation
claim as our own?
One of our icons is in grave danger.
He is a man who was an icon before
any of us were born, but in our generation wc can see his demise.
The Brawny Paper Towel man is
being phased out . The man on whom ,
throughout our youth , we have relied
to take care of spills that Bounty simply couldn 't handle will soon be gone
forever. Soon, people will forget that
he ever existed.
The Brawny man that we know and
love is a burl y fellow who wears a
mustache and haircut that say, ""I can
chop down that tree faster than you
can." Though he bus gone through his
own small changes since his birt h in
1974. His plaid shirt has changed col-

Remember Dean Cain, from the hit
show "Lois and Clark?" No? Perhaps
you know him as the host of "Ripley's
Believe it or Not." Still nothing eh?
Well, you should check him out in the
USA Network movie "The Perfect
Husband: The Laci Peterson Story."
He stands awkwardly behind the
Brawny label, hands on hips, as if to
say, "What am I doing in this forest?
Are there any animals here? Will they
bite me?"
My motives for saving the Brawny
Paper Towel man arc not purely social
(and 1 have tried to save him—the
company was not interested in my
suggestions). I have a personal stake
in this battle. My father looks just like
the old Brawny man. If you look at
wedding photos of he and my mother ,
you might wonder , "Who is that
woman with the Brawny man?" If 1 let
Dean Cain muscle out the old Brawny
man, 1 have no way of describing my
father to people. Where will I be then?
wear it in more than one sty le in a I'll he just like everyone else who has
given week. Some of us even wear fathers that don 't happen to resemble
contact lenses to change the color of famous people.
our eyes, lie is forgiven for these
In an age where we are unable to be
changes of image.
sure of anything, where politics arc
Who is the man that is replacing more corrupt than ever, where
our beloved lumberjack? He is a man ambivalence is claiming America 's
that the Georgia-Pacific Corporation youth and where we are busier and
describes as "massively improved ." wearier than ever before, we need a
The new and improved image ol man who can provide a familiar conllrnwny looks like Dean Cain. sistency. The Brawny man is that man.

ors from red to blue to green to purple
to red to blue denim. He began parting
his hair on the side in 1991.
Previously it was parted in the middle.
Miraculousl y, in 1984, his eyes
changed color from brown to green.
In the grand scheme of things , these
changes are minor. We all change our
shirts, some of us multi ple times a
day. We choose to part our hair in various ways and even go so far as to

Who is the man
replacing our
beloved lumberjack?.. .The new
and improved
image...looks like
Dean Cain.

I'M NEVER GOINGTQ RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

Seemingly, every year at this time I
am basking in the feeling of having
entertained a two-thirds full Chapel at
Colby along with my immensely tal-

The coincidence
is almost crushing-—a political
call/ recorded
though it might
be, from Stephen
King on
Halloween.
ented colleague, Jenny Boylari. It's
enormous fun and we love either to
make you laugh or gag, as the case
may be. Quite fortunately, we were
able to read our material on
Halloween itself this year, although I
showed up an hour early: I didn't turn
the clocks back.
People who live alone—as I do—
never listen to those warnings on radio
and television to turn the clocks back.
I read a piece in our local paper suggesting that motor vehicle accidents,
went down 8 percent this time of year
because drivers got an extra hour of
sleep; unfortunately, the rate goes back
up 8 percent in April when we lose that
hour and ram into the rosebushes.
Jenny always has a genuinely
funny story to read, even when it's a
mind-bender. This year she rehearsed
a I^oald Dahl dialogue between a
dream-catching giant and a pathetic
little orphan girl, pathetic but tough
and inquisitive. Jenny used a lol lypop
to help characterize the giant's voice
and as the dialogue picked up speed,
that lollypop was a hlur in the Chapel.
Jenny knocked 'em dead. '
I went for the macabre, reading a
story of a child who becomes a vampire—the last words from an original Dracula being, "My son." The
audience never quite knows when
my horrific stories actually end; the
gore has them mesmerized. Or disgusted , though I was pleased when a
young woman came up afterward
and asked for copies. Jenny sang and
played the harp and I read a story
that was a satire of all romantic science-fiction stories.
We figured it out as we gathered
our witch's costumes and trudged
down the hill. We have been reading
on Halloween for 25 years. Some
Colby people have told us that they
have haven 't missed a one, and I
overheard one woman tell her group
that she'd never come back, lsveryone
to his own blood y racket , as my
grandfather used to say. We enjoy the
whole tradition enormously.
Boy lan and I were struck by the
size of (he house at the Chapel with
the election so near. No one raised a
banner or handed out * campaign
materials. I write this column before
__

.
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Students on the Street
How did you pass the time while waiting in line at the polls?

"Studied for Spanish."
' , .' . •

—Adrlanne pAohn'05

"Threw things at people carrying Bush signs."

-Mariah Buckley '07

Danced for my own amusement."

' ¦- Danielle Nielsen '08

'Thought of names for my future children."

—Scoit Schavenllan '06

The journal of a weekend warrior
By JAKE HANIN
STAFF WRITER .

I DRANK BEER LAST WEEKEND AND I'M ONLY 19 YEARS
OLD. There—I just confessed—call
the police. Tell them I've been doing it
for more than a year now and that I'm
going to keep doing it. SECURITY—
I'VE BEEN DRINKING A LOT
THIS YEAR AND T WILL BE
DRINKING AGAIN IN MY ROOM
ON THE SECON D FLOOR OF
JOHNSON THIS WEEKEND. Come
and get me.
Actually, they've already gotten me.
Twice this year Colby Security
enforcers have served and protected our
delicate campus by writing up yours
truly with hefty fines.
You see, at Colby we
don't like our students
standing in hallways
with open bottles of
Corona. Instead, we like
them to drink in decrepit
old houses around the
greater Waterville area,
preferably ones "too far"
for the Jitney, so that
drunk driving is as likely
as possible. At Colby we
believe that if we take
the beer out of sight,
then we've eliminated
the "drinking .problem."
Riiiig ht...Step
Colby:
One,
ADMIT YOU'RE IN DENIAL. Your
open container rules are not effective,
they're annoying. The silly rules that
take Coronas out of hallways do
absolutely nothing to stop us from
drinking. They don 't even make
sense. If the intent of our anti-drinking
policy is to stigmatize alcohol on
campus then its effect is the complete
opposite: drinking is cherished. If
anything, the rules only give us more
reason to binge, because once we
leave our rooms we never know when
it 'll be safe to drink again.
So what the hell? What's the point
of our open container policy i fit doesn 't stop kids from drinking? Instead of
handing out fines and scaring kids
into an off campus exodus, maybe

Security could actually keep kids safe
and eliminate their need to be off campus in the first place. May be Security
could do its job if there were actually
students here to protect and maybe
Colby wouldn't be so eerily quiet on
Friday nights if we were allowed to
have a beer in our hand. If students
were treated like adults, then perhaps
they'd be able to prove that the reason
half the school evacuates campus each
weekend isn 't because off campus
parties are particularly fun, but
because having a few beers helps us
unwind. Show some faith in your students, Colby. Allow us to relax.
I know that half of the population
here doesn't even drink and Colby
wants to emphasize that there's more
to do here than
Beirut and FlipCup. But that 's
not true. If Colby
really wanted us
to seek other
f orms of entertainment
on
Friday.
nights
then they 'd be
giving us some
options. Colby
gives ' us none,
however, and so
on
a
given
Friday the big
scheduled activity is usually a movie.
Colby closes the art and music rooms,
shuts down the gym, turns off the turf
field lights and then locks half the
buildings. Perhaps Colby 's major
problem isn't a drinking problem, but
rather a "nothing to do on weekends"
problem. And since we can't solve
that problem by banishing it from
hallways, Colby does the next best
thing: we banish the students. If
everyone is drinking off campus, then
nobody is around to notice how much
Colby sucks at night.
We shouldn't have to take this.
Colby 's inane open container policy
doesn't solve problems—it magnifies
them—and by fining students for
Coronas in hallway s Colby takes
money away from me that I can't
afford to lose. I need it for beer.

Perhaps Colby's
major problem
is not really a
drinking problem, but rather a
"nothing to do
on weekends"
problem.

The danger of
dreaming at the
simp lest task
By CANAAN MORSE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
We have over the past eight weeks
been blessed with some of the best fall
weather I can remember. Every day
of Fall Break but one dawned brisk
but sunny over my area , and the
maples responded with an i mpressive
rallentando. I he Id up my c nd by gelting up early three of the four mornings to split cordwood , which had
been cut from the sawlog a week
before. Dad's ori ginal plan was to rent
a power splitter , which makes the job
easier for the expense , but I figured I
might as well save him time and
money. Besides , it was a kind of work
I needed to do.
Sp litting is -sensible, hard work.
The bod y is a safe but slow machine
and the worker must set a pace which
he has the energy and patience to
maintain until the job is done. The
tools I used a cant-hook und a 10
pound steel mini I became extensions
of my arms when I learned to use
them correctl y. One does not so much
swing a maul as steward it , guiding
the wedge-head us it descends straig ht
through the cracks in Ihe center of the
round. If I had the right rhythm the
head went strai ght throug h to the
block and the round' s two halves
jumped away on either side. If I were
being careless Ihen there were only
100 ways to miss, and that times ten in
possible consequences. If I swung too
long, Ihe neck of the maul hit Hist and
crushed my lingers; loo s hor t (which
thankfully didn 't happen), and the
head buried itself in the soil near my
loot.
To make a cureless m istake while
swinging an axe is to guarsuilce a swill
and severe reminder from the environment. Dead steel doesn 't easil y slop;
one could easil y chip the head , sntip
Ihe hull or sever one's foot at the
ankle. Working directl y with anything
lifeless and dense , like steel or wood

or concrete, is remarkabl y dangerous,
because the worker must handle
potential energy which is both powerful and inhuman. Almost nothing
weighs less than 40 pounds , even if it
looks like it should and none of it
when it falls can be successfully
resisted by force of flesh. Only the
big-time disasters make the news,
since they make the biggest noise—il
I , when 1 drove our tractor over a rotting bridge , had been crushed between
steering wheel and timber , I'd have
been the talk of the town. Most of the
time the cost is-onl y lingers and teeth ,
and their absence really isn 't horrific
enough to register their meaning with
anyone besides the victim and his coworkers.
Nevertheless , they 're
reminders of a reci procal force that
can give endlessl y if carefull y tended ,
but will return to dominance as soon
as that care is lacking.
Now, does that name common
sense as a crucial thing , since no
amount of brilliance or bullishnes s
can stop the tree that 's begun to fall?
To the worker, absolutel y; and to
everyone else, who can ' t possibl y
avoid some hours of labor , 1 would
also say it does. .
Splitting wood reminded me to pay
attention onl y because I never need to
do so (in a similar sense) while I' m
here at school. That , of course, makes
comp lete sense- I' m not responsible
for making my own food or heatin g
my own room. In the weight room I
don 't deal with anything over 300 or
so pounds and that 's usually contained
within a machine designed to keep me
safe from even myself . The school's
assumption , then , is that my destiny
won 't require any of the aforementioned skills and I would have to say
that it's a comfortable assumption to
live with. 1 daresay it could even hold
true for the vast majority of my lifeexcept , of course, for those moments
in which life is so easily erased.

Why all the international students
ought not to sit together in Dana
in . on . the basics of other cultures is stantive about the United States.
Two suggestions for improveno justification.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
ment:
first, let's modify the internaofficial
goals
of
a
Colby
Two of the
education axe "To become knowl- tional student orientation that
Monday through Friday, 12.15 edgeable about American culture and precedes COOT. Granted, some
p.m. or 6,15 p.m., Dana dining hall: the current and historical interrela- incoming foreigners need art extendtwo tables by the windows near tionships among peoples and nations" ed settling-in period and all face cer~
Runnals are always taken by "the ancf "To understand and reflect tain unique practical burdens (jetlag,
colorful crowd." Pick any skin color searchingly upon one 's own values immigration, immunization), but
¦¦
" ' ¦-. ¦ -. ¦ ;
one
serious
or nationality and chances are you'll and the values of othdownside to the
find it there—except white ers," We, the internaexisting arrangeAmericans. Rather than answer the tionals, quick to
ment
is that the
why-question by rehashing Beverly disparage American
first
,
crucial ,
Tatum's "Why Are All the Black values—"Move Bitch
formative
Kids Sitting Together in the (Get out the way)" by
friendships we
Cafeteria," I take an unorthodox Ludacris might as
make are incesangle and specifically focus on how well be the national
tuous.
By the
we, the international kids in ques- creed, right?—are not
time we leave
tion, impoverish our Colby experi- nearly
proactive
for the woods
ence through our cliquishness.
enough about chalfor COOT, we
It's not enough to fall back on lenging our antihave
often
conventional wisdom that they are American prejudices.
established
an
an apathetic majority, uninterested in
Many internationinternational
cultures other than their own and al students at Colby
bubble within
sometimes even in their own. We, feel no incentive to
the proverbial
Colby 's colorful poster children of learn about the
diversity, need to admit that United States since
Colby bubble.
Perhaps Colby
Americans have no monopoly on they consider themas /^ a whole
apathy, ignorance and disregard for selves
already
would be better
other cultures. Maybe I'm just extra- "diverse" enough .
ordinarily unaware, but I for one still Accordingly, while I applaud the off if incoming .internationals were
don't know the rules of baseball and strengthening of the diversity not—however inadvertently—prodfootball, couldn 't name all 50 states requirement (effective for the class ded towards cliquishness already a
and couldn't tell you when exactly of 2007) to call for "two courses week before classes start?
the Vietnam War was fought. What's which deal with diversity issues, one
Instead, one of the first and ongoworse, I've never really made an as they relate to the United States ing messages we receive should be:
effort to fill in these glaring gaps in and one non-U.S.," it is my opinion "Fear not. Open up and explore.
my knowledge of the American that more needs to be done to ensure Most people around the world will
basics. Reasoning that many that international graduates from never have this marvelous opportuAmericans haven't filled themselves Colby actually learn something sub- nity to' learn about the world's only
By PAWEL BRODALKA

Fear not. Open
up and explore.
Most people
around the
world will never
have this marvelous opportunity to learn
about the
world's only
superpower
first-hand.
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superpower first-hand. Don 't waste
your chance."
Second, Dean Johnston ought to
strictly disallow international-dominated rooms if international students
want to room together. The internationals' first port of call, Dean
McDougal, suspects that over the past
decade we have increasingly tended
to room together.
Secure within our own special bubble, we deprive all "future world leaders" of possibly -the most fruitful
opportunity to learn from and about
one another. I am personally
immensely glad for having roomed
with an American during my first
year. Steve Bogden '05 has introduced me to a side of Colby and the
United States in general that I would
have most likely never properly met
otherwise. By contrast, while rooming
with a Kenyan and a Tibetan in
sophomore year (great guys both!),
the closest I came to expanding my
knowledge of this country was
through extensive exposure to Black
Entertainment Television—enjoyable
but not informative.
1 have a tremendous amount of
respect for all my fellow students
and am extremely happy with my
time at Colby. Please keep that in
mind when evaluating the opinions
expressed above. But do evaluate
them, for the world's future is literally at stake. How many bubbles will
you have been hampered by when
you graduate?

by Keane lNg
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Continued From Page 4

our leadershi p is decided ,
but the telephone has
become a living thing for the
last several days—Gov.
Baldacci , Gen. Wesley
Clark , John Edwards and
t o d ay — H a l l o w e e n —
Stephen King, who ended
his p itch with "Go Red
Sox!" Step hen King, that
eminent political theorist
and baseball strategist.
The coincidence is almost
crushing—a political call ,
recorded thoug h it might be,
from Stephen King on
Halloween. Some poll somewhere claimed that "The
Shining" was the most fri ghtening movie ever made. I'm
willing to put up with a
recorded Halloween political
plug by Stephen King as just
as frightening a proposition.
¦
Go. Red Sox!
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Galloping back, ode to MuleMatch

I DESERVE MORE THAN SEX
By Kate Bcrinan

As a rule I try to onl y date men with
whom I am over 65 percent compatible!. By date , 1 mean hook up with, lly
compatible , I .mean the mathematical
ratio of my personal interests over
those of a purtner. There was a time
when 1 could calculate this data onl y
by distributing mass surveys and hiring people to crunch the numbers
while I was in class. Then MuleMatch
came along, simultaneously forcing
many back into the job market and
"bringing Colby students together
since about six months ago."
The may hem of unfumilinr co-eds
was finally and joy fully demolished.
K nowing with whom I was compatible allowed me to sever all ties with
those I was not . I fancied this extraneous tid ying which expedited the
course through my list of budding
matches, You 've held up a sign at a

rally ? Sorry. You 've only seen naked
peop le in National Geographic? Urn , 1
don 't think so. First-years probably do
not underst and these references
because tragicall y MuleMatch was not
updated upon their arrival. It is with
great trepidation that students
encounter . the class of 2008, who
unlike their fortunate predecessors,
have not been systematicall y organized to establish dating potential.
Computerized dating as it concept
truly nourishes in its unique ability to
eliminate all mystery from romance.
Mystery is the unknown , hence the
source of the expression "fear of the
unknown ," hence in.romance it is definitel y wise to fear the unknown. With
MuleMatch I know what I am getting
myself into. I recall the humiliating
scene lust year when my number
seven MuleMatch refused to drink
with me mid-week, Supposedly he
had some sort of "ccon exam ," whatever that means. 1 accosted him on the
first floor of Miller protesting,
to
"Listen , Lover, according
MuleMatch question 13, my weekends stent on Wednesday nights, I
requested the same in the others column , I.e., you. Furthermore, I clicked
that this was really important to me. 1

thought we were compatible , 1 guess 1
was wrong!"
I was wrong. The lad informed ,
"But Cupcake, 1 answered in question
2 that I do work live nights a week.
For Cod's sake, we're onl y 64.7 percent compatible. How do you account
for the missing 35.3 percent? " Stup id
ccon majors with thei r statistical logic.
I rep lied that lie had lied about giving
extended massive orgasms in question
6 and resolved to have higher
MuleMatch standards for the future .
MuleMatch , a fantastic resource for
some, can he equally if not more
destructive for others . Imagine Ihe
horror of learning that your girlfriend
possesses the "A group! A troupe! I' m
in the loop!" social mentality, when
you are decidedly an "All alone: I' m
in the /one" person, Perhaps alter a
year of premarital sex and blissfully
throwing Styrolbam cups out the window, your boyfriend electronically
claims that he is "going to wait 'til I
choose a life partner " and thai he "was
that kid on Captain Planet" rendering
you only 51.3 percent harmonious^
Believe me, the MuleMatch giveth
and the MuleMatch taketh away. 1 too
Wus in a loving, heterosexual relationship for three months last year, till my

so-called boyfriend got on MuleMatch
and turned up gay.
If I have learned anything in college, it is that just because someone
has a Ph.D. does not make him good
in bed and computers are much better
at relationships than real people. After
all , this is the wonder responsible for
instant messenger, e-mail and lice
porn (which , though not conducive to
a real relationshi p, is us close as some
will ever get).
Why bother with the tedium of getting to know n person when any quality that matters can he determined
throu gh 3° simple questions. This
does not mean that 70 percent compatibility
necessitates true love,
Emotions of such significance really
do not occur until you have measured
yourself und the hopeful specimen on
the MuleMatch height-o-meter, Thunk
goodness that il is a mutter of mere
days before MuleMatch gallops back
on to the College, returning sanity to
the dating scene. In the meantime, il
you are not an Episcopalian , Central
American who is bad like Michael
Jackson , please do not bother culling
me because it probably wouldn 't have
worked out anyway.

this wee k
THURSDAY, NOV 4
• Student Docent Gallery
Lecture Series
12;15 p.m.
Art Museum Lobby
• Open Mic Night
7:30 p,m,
Mary Low Coffeehouse
j • SGA Films: The Bourne
Supremacy
7:30p.m.
Arey 5.

-

~
FRIDAY, NOV 5
• International Coffee Hour
4:30-6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• International Food Festival
5 p.m.
Pugh Center
• SGA Films: The Bourne
Supremacy
7 p.m., 9 p.m.
Arey 5 :
. • Seth Yacovone Band
8 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Casino Night
10p.m.
Page Commons
SATURDAY, NOV 6
• SGA Films: The Bourne
Supremacy
7:30 p.m.
¦: Arey 5 . •/. ' . . '
. ' • Colby Jazz Band
7:30 p.m.
Lorimer Chapel

"I Heart HuGkahees:"
chaos is comedy
By MARLOW STERN
STAFF WRltER

The madcap comedy "I Heart
Huckabees" captures the despondency of the American left through illogical, labyrinthine reasoning in order
to satirize the mess that is everyday
life in America;
It is one of the many films released
after "Fahrenheit 9/11" that has an
underlying
political
message.
Whether it is "Team America: World
Police," the marionette-comedy by
the South Park boys, with its not-toosubtle conservative slant, or "1 Heart
Huckabees," with its degree of liberal cynicism, it is clear that political
issues have a strong influence on
Hollywood filmmakers during this
heated political season.
"I Heart Huckabees" trails Albert
Markovski (played by the petulant
Jason Schwartzman), the tree-hugging director of the Open Spaces
Coalition , which is attempting to salvage an area of marshland from the
bulldozers of department store giant
Huckabees. Albeit opens the action
with a hilarious ode to a rock he
recentl y saved which begins, "You
rock, rock ," However, Albert has a
dilemma— he has repeatedly run into
a scven-ft. Sudanese doorman and
wonders whether this is coincidence
or destiny.
Seeking an answer, Albert stumbles upon existentialist detectives
Bernard and Vivian Jaffe (Dustin
1tollman and Lil y Tomlin), a husband
and wife combo who have no problem showing their affection for one
another at inopportune moments. The
Jalfes believe that "everything in the
universe is connected , now isn 't that
cool? The Jnfle 's progress is stymied
by nihilist philosopher Caterinc
Vauban (Isabellc Iluppcrt), who
believes that "it is inevitable to be
drawn back into human drama" and
that hum an suffering is inevitable so
we might as well as succumb to it.
Along Albert's quest for truth , he is
paired up with lireman Tommy Corn
(a brilliant Mark Wahlberg) who has
been disillusioned since that "big
September thing " and , because of his
aversion to petroleum , rides a bicycle
to fires and usually arrives first,
Albert 's nemesis is corporate climber
Brad Stand (Judc Law), who also
hires Ihe existentialist detectives, but
for his own selfish motives , which
"inadvertently " strains his relationship with girlfriend and Huckabees
spokeswoman Dawn Campbell
(Naomi Watts), who in the process
Continued on Page 7

Fantastical Bunny Show mystif ies, cap tivates
keys, guitar and
screen behind the band ran
bass
behind
Disney 's Fantasia throug hout ,
STAFF WRITER
jammed indepenwhich gave a synesthetic effect I
dently of one
had hot seen since the Cure.
With Halloween rig ht around the another, rarely
Not only did I thoroughly enjoy
corner at the time and many stu- harmonizing after
myself at the Fantastical Bunny
dents already in costume , what bet- long periods of
Show, I fear what the school would
ter time to indulge in the great confusion .
be without it. Souza 's satirical
The question
Adam Souza '06's brainchild: the
eccentricity gives the Colby student
Show? on many peoFantastical
Bunny
body a shot in the arm to keep it
minds
Scheduled for a 9:33 show time last p le 's
from going over the edge into comFriday night in the Coffeehouse and when they see
plete Dav e Matthews-Dispatchpreceded by a reputation of ludi- Souza 's show is
Gusteresque catatonia. The music
crously off-beat stage antics, Souza "Is this guy seri- '
scene at Colby needs this sort of
and his four backup students drew ous?" I too went
culture shock to keep things fresh.
in
with
that
quite a crowd .
If . your music foundations aren 't
The band featured a robot cov- question in mind
occasionally shaken to the ground ,
ered in tin foil who spoke in binary, and I believe I
you never grow as an educated listhe
a bearded p irate and a green butter- found
tener. The next time Souza and his
answer:
no.
The
audience
fly with bunny ears. The
band of rebels take the stage, I' m
NAOMI WILSON/TH E COLBY ECHO
even had a fear-and-loathing carni- primitive nature Adam Souza '06 and his Fantastical Bunny band were a fitting Halloween coffeehouse show. not asking you to like it, but I am
val flavor. All around me were of most of the
begging you to attend. You may not
elve s, various fairy-tale characters, songs did not
appreciate it, but it will be fun and
a televangelist and at least three match the traces of talent that lyrical sophistication of almost capacity of the crowd in the ypur musical attitude will benefit
men. in drag. Souza him seif donned poked through (perhaps uninten- every other "premeditated" song up Coffeehouse did not budge for the hugely f rom it.
whol e hour and a half . The visuals
ti ght rocker j eans, an anti-Bush tee tionall y) in some subtle way dur- to that point.
One way or another , Souza had were simp ly captivating. The
shirt and had his hair expertly made ing the performance.
In "You Really Got Me," one of the audience comp letely under his
up, complete with glitter. He
only
two covers on the night , spell. He was a most charming
flailed
and
screeched
skipped ,
through the set with such sporadic Souza 's solo showed flashes of gui- master of ceremonies. He united
grace that it became impossible to tar proficiency. Prior to that, he had the crowd with such prompts as
¦¦ ¦
been furiousl y plucking ukuleles "Can we resist the slush monkeys?
keep your eyes off him. . ' . •. . ¦.
The music itself was a quickly like a 13-year-old masturbating. Can we resist George Bush?" and
scrapped together collage of innu- Souza 's mention of Von Weber and involved them in the performance
merable influences. If The Doors, the Sex:Pistols and hints at having by asking, "Did I sing the part
David Bowie and Pink Floyd had an taken music theory made me realize about the store yet? Okay I'll sing
illegitimate child who did ten.times that we were witnessing a parody of that next." He also made the piece
the combined drug intake of its par- astronomical proportions. Each more accessible by prefacing
minor." Grounded in the low-range
ents, this was what it would have song that Souza proclaimed a "bal- songs. "This is our good sohg,"he
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
sounded like . Souza at times crooned lad" seemed to have the exact same said , and comparatively, it reall y
instruments, this work features the
A&E EDITOR
like a novice opera singer and at oth- melody and the lyrics sounded was. May be it was the Halloween
bassoon and the cello in starring roles
—especially in the second movement.
ers he sang in fluttering falsettos almost completely improvised. The spirit , or the hype around bunny
The Colby Symphony Orchestra's In fact, for a large section of the
about prostitutes, turkeys, screw- freestyle rapping session that broke shows of years past or sheer dumperformance on Saturday, Oct. 30, movement the conductor, Associate
drivers and, of course, bunnies. The out halfway .through the set had the founded mystification , but the
^
was amazing—not only for the music, Professor of Music Jonathon
but for the orchestra's ability through- Hallstrom, stood with his hands at his
out the night to highlight individual sides and let the featured artists play
performance without overwhelming without guidance. The bassoon playthe cohesive whole. Throughout the er, Angela Caps, received a standing
performance individuals were singled ovation for her melancholy, heart-felt
out for recognition: soloists, guest performance.
conductors, even one of the comThe full orchestra returned for the
itself
neyer
last
piece, Franz Liszt's "Mazeppa ," a r
posers, but the symphony
lively piece based on a poem about a
faded into the background.
The first piece was guest conducted man who has a tryst with the czar 's
by Stephen Planas '07, who led the wife and is banished, only to develop
orchestra in Ludwig van Beethoven's a following and become a powerful
"Overture to 'Egmont'" with evident and respected leader. The piece has a
emotion. Although the orchestra terrifically strong start, with lots of
sounded not-quite-together early in unison movement in the strings. The
rest-heavy opening bars , once the winds join after a few bars with
piece got moving the controlled emo- longer, more ominous notes. The
ly at her art and see the world , and the community—extra chairs had to tion and intense dynamicism made it brass section enters slowly, and the
By ALXYSON RUDOLPH
the Davis Gallery they may or may be brought in and still many people feel like the bone-chilling Beethoven piece crescendos to an intense climax.
A&E EDITOR
not be familiar with , in new and had to stand. Swartz began the preI know and love. Planas was obvious- There is a slow, contemplative section
exciting ways.
sentation with a slide showing shadly relieved at the end of the powerful in the middle that has a lyrical , almost
Dude, what 's with the pink ribbon
Swartz was also on-hand on ows of glass houses. She had created
performance, letting out a visible sigh cinematic quality. The piece reverts
on the Art Museum?
Thursday, Oct. 28 to present and the tiny houses out of glass in an
of relief and smiling as he received back to the powerful up-tempo of the
The ribbon , painted onto the outside
beginning, with a very dramatic
attempt to capture attitudes of
flowers and a standing ovation.
of the museum and continuing through
fragility, transience and loss, but
The second p iece was an original return to intensity and strength.
the galleri es, is an installation by
Overall , the performance of the
eventuall y realized , "What really
composition by Thoma Ga'qi, father of
Julianne Swartz, an artist bom in
was
not
flawless.
mattered was the .shadow." It was Assistant Manager and keyboard Orchestra
Phoenix who has been 1 iving and worktuned
and
at
times
not
after this glass house project that p layer Gjcrgj i Gaq i '07. The work , Imperfectly
ing in New York City for the past 14
Swartz began experimenting with
entitled "Concerto per Orchestra exactly in unison , the sound was not
years. Swartz is the first featured artist
li ght , mirrors and lenses . Li ght , she d'Archi" was written for the May as polished as it could have been. But
in the museum 's "Currents" scries,
said , imp lies transience "because of
Festival , the most important festival the obvious emotion and joy of the
which is devoted to showcasing work
what it is." She began to make "mov- of the Communist Party. It had an evi- players more than made up for these
by emerging contemporary artists,
ing drawings , which involved a dent folk quality to it , especiall y in the small flaws. I would much rather hear
This first "Currents " exhibit is
moving light source projecting
faster first and third movements. The an imperfect, but heart felt version of
more than an ordinary display of an
images onto a canvas.
p iece, for strings onl y, was very tex- Beethoven and Liszt than a crisp and
artist 's works over the years: Swartz
clean performance lacking in emoShe soon switched her focus away tured and layered.
has been creating a site-specifi c
tion.
from these li ght drawings when she
was
a
performance
The third piece
discovered the joys of fiber-optic of Antonio Vivaldi 's "Concerto in A
p iece designed especially for our art
museum, Hence the pink ribbon ,
cables. She was immediatel y attractSwartz 's p iece for the Art Museum
ed to the idea of moving light from
is located , sort of, in the Davis
one p lace to another as a means to
Gallery , The pink ribbon leads from
"disrupt the gallery space ," and also
through
thenmseum
the glass doors,
to use existing gall cry structures.
lobby via the ceiling and into the
Swartz would redirect the existing
gallery. It leads museumgoers directlight through liber-optic cables to
ly to a viewing lens, which magnilies
14 North St.
Lakowood Rd.
hi ghli ght areas that she thoug ht
( 33 Depot St,
Waterville
Madison
Livermore Falls
and inverts the gallery space full ol
deserved more attention.
873-3371
474-9771
897-3861
Swartz's other , less site-specific
Swart/: also made a lot of "view00O-244-3371
800-244-9771
800-244-3861
works. In this way she is challeng- discuss , in slide show and DVD for- ing machines " at Ibis point in her
www.warebutler.com
mat , some of her favorite p ieces career, With these she would p lace
ing the museum-goer to look criticalfrom her past.
lenses into holes in a wall, hooking
The lecture room filled quickl y
with Colby students and members ol
Continued on Pago 7
By JOHN DEBRUCKIER

Colby Symphony Orchestra
gives emotional performance

Art museum begins contemporary series

Swartz is challenging the
museum-goer to
look critically at
her art and see
the world, and
the Davis Gallery
with which they
may or may not
be familiar, in
new and exciting
ways.

*1 Try a sandwich from our NEW Banini Menu, sip a
**¦ latte , or indulge in a chocolate truffle at

Hero's What's Haying Friday,
Nov, 5 tfirtnifijh Thursday, Nov. 11

THE INCREDIBLES

(PG) 4:45,7:00, 9:15
Also Sat/Sun 12:15 , 2:30

THE MOTORCYCLE
DIARIES

(R) 4:45, 7:10, 9:30 Except NO
9;3() show on Sat!
Matinees Sat at 2:25 and Sun at
12:00,2:25

SHALL WE DANCE?
(FO- 13) 5:10, 7:20, 9:30
Also Sat/Sun 12:40, 3:00

Jorgensen's Caf e
|
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Featuring fresh IIBRC IS, pastries, fine coffee , unique sandwiches,
gourmet chocolates, espresso drinks nnd a nice selection of
wincB from around die wojrld.
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SPOTtiaHT ON piE ARTS

PKate Campbell '05

War re-enactment version
bready aftertaste."
same pub "on a Sunday morning."
further sipping, VanWagenen
As
the
panel
started
drinking
their
STAF WRITER
*
~^|Unpn
not quite
beers, praise was abundant for the ^Bd that this brew did
beer 's fine taste. Van Wagenen said, |i§f$f|P to bis expectations, since "The
In honor of the upcoming Armis|te:jwepiis is as close to hand drawn as I've ijP&fct|lste on a weissbier should be
Day, this week we decided to .p itjjj gy;i;:ejer found in a bottle." Ireland, mak- ^*$$&$ likB Cory^-mom's thighs,
Brits against the Krauts in a rematch of ing a note about this week's theme, *Ipjpiieias this is pretty thin, like
World War I. So, Old Speckled Hen ¦declared , "It's like a little Treaty oti^^pi..vvrist?" Seifert continued the
met the weissbier ' of the Widmer Versailles in your mouth, hopefully^|||piig||saying, "This beer is sort of like
Brothers on the western front. without the repercussions." Seifert,^llpj &ra it back to a girl's room, only to
Actually, they met in club oh-four- referring to the days of Empire, said/2S^find^e^doorlocked—lots of buildup,
;'
three, the place Corwith Craimer '05, "This is the kind of beer that mafees« '¦
" but: jptt/lhe end no follow-through."
Chris VanWagenen '05, Tom Ireland you want to take over the world." '?< v. ; Summing^ up the beer 's taste and tex'05 and Dan Seifert '05, the reviewers
As the panel's glasses came to tib&V ture, Seifert declared it to be, "like a
of the week, call home. These Toury - ends* Van Wagenen reminisced abrarb;^^^S^wellit crafted, efficiently
chaps visited Eng land last year/^oTbey;(> rii^d^ys in England. "This is Eng^ripJ;Wkm^ilbvt ultimately lacks permay be a bit biased, although some^-/ jh'a. cup: it brings me back.across roS
them may have had some Gerrnamj Jiij ipond." I knew that the weissbier would j i\\ r TJItJff ately, the winner of this
deters,,(imatch-up was easy to
their pasts.
% put up a strong fight to win out |'{[! 'week'
¦' .
.
J^ E C r/rjee3
*
*
its
-o
bitter
routed
ver
wheaty
th^se
As the panel opened their beers andv^
English chaps.
' |: l ' mme^nghsh
poured, Craimer noted that this wajTa ^-1 x As )hepanel popped their next caps, ^ompfititor from Deutschland. The res"deceptively small bottle," but'dn Ms ( /Seifert started the commentary by say'-33pondents of 043 summed it up rather sucfirst sip, "a 'most gratifying aler '-The ihg,' "This beer is denser than a Bates cinctly, pronouncing • unanimously
box ain't lyin." Seifert, commenting student." Van Wagenen commented^n that, "Once again, the Brits had their
on the bitter's appearance, compared it the beer 's opacity, "It's cloudy, you way with the Germans. Just like 1918,
to "the amber color of oaken paneling can 't see your fingers." He did, " the Brits whip the Krauts and the Sox
in an English pub," and its smell to that though, argue that, "It needs that win the World Series."
By CHRIS RUSSONiELLO
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comedy
HUCKABEES: Enticingpolitical
WML Artist
discussespastpieces
Continued From Page 6

Continued From Page 6

has a philosophical epiphany.
This mystifying film helms from
the unusual mind of director David 0.
Russell, who has a knack for finding
comedy almost anywhere. Whether it
be incest ("Spanking the Monkey"),
adoption ("Flirting with Disaster"), or
war ("Three Kings"), Russell, armed
with an infectious cynicism, unassumingly lampoons the gravest of subjects
that most people are afrai d to mention,
let alone satirize. In "I Heart
Huckabees," Russell has added another notch to his belt by incessantly
mocking many of the important election issues through an existentialist
lens. No issue is off limits to Russell's
indiscriminate logic, including the
environment, corporate America,
sex... the list goes on.
Does 'the 'Iogicj nterpreted'throughout this film make any sense? Who
knows? The pacing of this "existential

into these lenses, the viewer sees a
magnified , and upside-down, version of the reality behind the tens/
One of her favorite pieces was an
instillation she created for a museum in Pennsylvania. She was invited to create a piece in response to a
hate crime that had occurred
against the Jewish community.
Swartz decided to run a piece of red
thread through the community,
from the museum to the Jewish
Community Center and enlist the
help of people along the way to
watch their piece of the thread.
Another especially captivating
piece was a work called "Can You
Hear Me?" She was invited to create a pi'ece 'in a parking lot in New
York City 's Bowery.. The lot was
soon to become the site of a
gallery and artists were invited to
work with the space before it was
transformed. Swartz chose to use
the existing payphone and the
parking lots next-door-neighbor:
one of the last existing flop houses
in the city called the Sunshine
Hotel. She created a pipeline from
the street to the hotel lobby, so
passersby could stop and call up to
the flophouse residents.
Swartz was obviously very excited about her work: she smiled the
whole time and spoke animatedly
about her favorite pieces. While her
work might seem overly abstract or
difficult to understand upon first
viewing, it makes perfect sense
after being explained so wonderfully by the artist herself.

By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
A&E EDITOR

The Seth Yacovone Band , due to
perform in the Coffeehouse this
Friday, Nov. 5 at 8 p.m., was born in
Burlington , Vermont in 1995. The
frontman is Yacovone himself, a
singer/songwriter who began his
career doing blues work. He came up
with a band , which now consists of
Tommy Coggio on bass and Steve
Hadeka on drums.
The band began as a traditional
blues band , although as they 've grown
they have begun to experiment more
with irnprovisational techniques and
jam-band sty les.
Phish fans take note: the band
began it's growth and gained it's popularity when they were asked by
Phish's manager to play at the Clifford
Ball in Plaltsburg, New York. This
was the Seth Yacovone Band' s first
show outside their native Burlington ,
and it went well for them. They started touring in bi gger cities in the northeast ,
most
notabl y
Boston ,
Massachusetts and Portland , Maine.
They also began releasing albums.

Papa John 's Fast
Facts

No Delivery Charge
5-7% Commission Rates.

Now Hiring: Delivery

Drivers, Assistant managers
and Inside Personnel .
Flexible hours, Free uniforms, emp loyee discounts,
Opportunity for advancement as we grow.
Delivery Drivers must be 18
years with own car; good driving
record nnd insurance, Please
appl y in person at 270 KMD
Waterville, 04901.

Their first album, "Bobfred's Bathtub
Minstrel," was followed quickly by a
live album titled "Yessir!," recorded at
a show in their native Burlington.
Again, Phish boosted the band's
popularity when they were invited to
play w ith Phish at a large concert in
Worcester, Massachusetts.
The
14,000-person crowd helped feed the
buzz Yacovone and his band were
already beginning to accumulate.
They began performing as headliners
and played shows at the House of
Blues and other well-known venus.
Their third album , "Dannemora" was
released in 2000. It was seen as a
break ftiom the bluesy fi rst albums,
but was greeted with critical acclaim.
This third album garnered comparisons to Jimi Hendrix , Cream and
Blues Traveler.
The Seth Yacovone Band has
devoted much of their recent time to
touring. In the time before coming to
Colby they spent a weekend in
Vermont playing Halloween shows.
They even went back to Club
Metronome , where their first live
album was recorded , to play their 100
show, which they tied to a food drive
for Strangers Helping Strangers.

Travel with STS

:¦ • • ¦ ¦;

America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahnmas
and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information / Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com,
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Lowest prices guaranteed.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+
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as females who are truly reinventing
the performing arts.
It was obvious that Campbell is a
rising artist who truly believes in her
craft , and if theater is destined to
vanish, I'm positive Campbell will
have something to say before it's put
to rest. Over the next seven months
Campbell will stage manage Dick
Sewell's "mdivjsiblunden." narrate
"Millions of Cats,'' perform in an
opera and direct "Boy Gets Girl."
After that, Robinowitz has inspired
her to move on to graduate school.

CD Review

Mos Del "The New Danger "
By JOSHUA KAHN
STAFF WRITER

Rating: 3.5 (out of 5)
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recounting a touching story of a 15
year old boy who had taken the
stage and revealed how his mother
had died of cancer to his audience. It
was those moments of sheer honest
vulnerability that seemed to draw
Campbell back to the art she had
beentold was "dying."
This year, Campbell began her
senior year more dedicated to her art
than ever before. Within the first
week she was already in rehearsal
for "The Tempest" and embarking
on her senior thesis, a study of two

The twenty-first century is an
increasingly fast-paced era in which
moVies are transformed onto DVDs
just nionths after their big-screen
premier, books can be heard instead
of read and plays can be recorded
and viewed in the comfort of your
living room. But what aire we giving
up to the speed-driven epoch? Will
such ancient arts as the theater soon
be placed on the dusty shelves of
the twentieth century? As I sat
down with Kate Campbell '05, a
theater major and music minor,
this question seemed to trouble the
theatrical enthusiast.
Ever since she was a kid at
summer camp, Campbell has been
involved in; music and the theater,
Continuously seeking "a delicate
balance . between the two,"
Campbell discovered that equilibrium at 15, as a lead in the musical
"The Little Shop of Horrors.V
Since then, she has submersed
herself in the performing arts, acting in "The Living," "For Colored
Girls"and "The Man of Mode" in
her first three years at Colby and
then traveling to London to pursue
the theater at the Royal Academy
in London with Professor Karen
Robinowitz. "Sleep is for when
you're dead," she joked, reflecting
upon her fleeting college years.
Kate Campbell '05
"You have to take advantage of the
Coming to the end of our interspace and support college gives you female
playwrights:
Mary
to produce your own work." Zimmerman arid Debra Warner. view, Campbell reiterated someCampbell admitted that she would Three years ago, Campbell was thing one of her previous theater
always known her heart was in the privileged to see Zimmerman 's professors had once told her,
theater, but it wasn't until her expe- "Metamorphosis " a play that "Acknowledge the space, and know
*
rience abroad that she finally stated, opened her eyes to: what theater that theater can change people-and
"Okay, I'm doing this."
could be today. "It was so powerful- will change people.-That is your job
Before returning to Colby this so beautiful," she recalled, adding as actors."Truly taking this philosopast September, Campbell revisited that if there were more productions phy to heart, Campbell is destined to
her hometown of Missoula, like "Metamorphosis" people would touch and change people as she
Montana as a counselor for the the- be running to theater (instead of moves up and onward into the theater camp she once attended. "It was their 12-inch TV sets). She —7-atfical world.
so inspirational," she recalled, described Zimmerman and Warner

I ' l l admit it—from time to
time I can get a bit too impassioned about new music. Some
experimental style makes its way
into my head phones or I hear a
new release from one of my
favorite artists and inevitably 1
morph into a shapeless mass of
free-wheeling excitement and
preemptive hype. This fanatical
enthusiasm has
gotten me into
tro u b l e — my
friends hunt me
down , demanding to know why
I told them to
buy an album
filled with distorted
xy lop hones or muted
opera singing. 1
m ean
always
well. It' s just
that good new
music gets me so
darn gidd y and it
takes a few listens before I can objective ly
evaluate what I' m hearing.
You can imagine , then , my
immediate reaction upon hearing
Mos Def' s first solo album in four
years, "The New Danger." It was
moody, it was challenging, it wus
radically different from his brilliant debut and in my feverish
.H riLMPLl' .ST. ,
"WATERVILU. MAINE *fco,
¦
state , I'd all but proclaimed it n
classic. Heck , in retrospect , the
album could have featured Mos
rending names from a telephone
[ ONE HOUR PHOTO AND DIGITAL IMAGING
book and my reaction would have
• POSTER PRINTS
beem the same. So to all those who
F R A M E S FILM A L B U M S
rus hed out and bought the album
PORTRAIT STUDIO
at my suggestion thinking they
ONE H O U R PHOTO
had hip-hop 's version of "The
DIGITAL SELECT
White Album ," I apologize.
2 07 MAIN STREET
ISO WEISTRRN AVE
Still , though it may not be an
WATERVILLE
AUGUSTA
207-073-47110
207-A22-D222
instant classic, "The Now Danger"
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Jam band at Coffeehouse

Drivers? Delivery charge
reducing your tips?
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comedy,1': however, does indeed echo
the chaotic state of the world today.
And the sharp divide between the contrasting philosophies of Vauban and
the Jaffes is reminiscent of the current
political divide between conservatives
and liberals, a.k.a. Republicans and
Democrats. Overall though, "I Heart
Huckabees," with its charming and
hysterical cast and beautiful score by
the superb Jon Brion ("Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind,"
"Magnolia"), is an exercise in controlled -chaos and will surely spark
endless conversation amongst philosophical eggheads.
Most of all, "I Heart Huckabees" is
a thoroughly entertaining and oftentimes hilarious enigma that is best
described by composer Jon Brion in
the film 's theme song: "Why we're
put, in this mess, is anybody's guess,
might be a test, or it might not be anything you need to worry about, but if
you're still in doubt, go knock yourself out."

By JULIE WILSON

is a bold—and , at tunes , brilliant-—effort from one of
hip-hop 's most important
voices.
Since he released the
criticall y acclaimed "Black
on Both Sides" in 1999 ,
Mos Del " has focused more
on his acting career than
anything else , but amazingly, he 's managed to keep his
ear close to the street. "The
New Danger " is a violent
attack on the dark side of
the entertainment industry,
the government and black
music in
America .

This sense of
activism is both
the strength and
¦weakness of the
a 1bum — the
music is shocking and unorthodox , but at times
il
can
feel
forced.
Take ,
lor
examp le ,
the
one and a hall
minute
"The
Rape Over , " a
satire on the
tcud between r:ip giants Juy-Z
and Nas. The song uses the exact
same musical backdrop as JayZV'Thc Take Over," and Mos
sticks closel y to the rh yme-pattern and conten t of the orig inal
first verse , lie belittles the ongoing battle between the two ,
changing Jay 's proclamation ,
"R.O .C. is runnin ' this rap shit "
to; "Old white men is riimiiu '
this rap shit / AOL and Time
Warner is runnin ' this rap shit , "
It 's a powerfu l piece , but Mos
Del' sticks it in as the fi ft h truck ,
disrupting the overall flow of the
album.
Black Jack Johnson , the mck.
group that Mos formed mid has
been touring witli for the past three
years, plays an expectedly large

In the end "The
New Danger" isn't
as consistent as
"Black on Both
Sides," but that is
partly by design.

Mos Def
The New Danger
role on "The New Danger."
Sometimes it works wel l, as on the
eerie
"Ghetto
Rock"
or
"Zim/.allabim," but the results are
mixed. At limes , it sounds like Mos
and the fellas aren 't so much
reclaiming rock and roll as they are
rehashing Limp Bizkit licks.Tracks
like the achingly bland "Bedstuy
Parade " and "Funeral March" or the
repetitive "Freaky Black Greetings "
are clear misfires.
Not surprisingly, the album
works best when Mos features his
impressive singing voice and
clever flow. "Sex , Love , and
Money " has him spitting rapidfire rh ymes and melodic lines
over Ihe sounds of n full brass
band , a musical experiment that
works to perfecti on. The ep ic
"Modern Marvel" begins with
Mos singing atop a epiiet string
and vocal loop und slowly builds
into thump ing tribute to Marvin
(laye. It 's the gem of the album ,
and we get a taste for all of his
musical tools.
In the end , "The New Danger "
isn 't as consistent as "Black on
Both Sides," but that is partl y by
design. As he raps in "Life is Real ,"
when you 've got something serious
ifltt' suy, it is hot always going to be
completel y pretty: "It's lovel y /And
it's ugly / As it must be."

While you were sleeping
COLOUR COMMENTARY
By Doug Dua

The best team in football is not an
undefeated team . This- past week, in
fact, the best team in football lost. The
best team in football played a tough,
in-conference rival at its Own house
and was beaten in a veritable slugfest.
The problem is, last week, this writer
didn 't have the chance to recommend a
beverage for you while watching this
game. Even more unfortunately, you
weren't able to see the best team in
football lose this critical game if you
were in New England—unless you have
special provisions, in which case I
strongly encourage
you to invite the
writer to your pad or
palace, or whatever
you 're telling people
it is, the next time
Philadel phia is overlooked by the networks in favor of,
Detroitsay, a
Chicago matchup.
Knock on wood and
thank the stars and
nebulae, yours truly
was able to see TO.
mock Ray Lewis
thanks to a courageous and wise
broadcasting selection by Viacom and
its CBS Television
Network.
The.best team in
football is the Jacksonville Jaguars.
You heard it here first . Every writer or
analyst of any sort aims to be the one
to go out On a limb and say something
adventurous that turns out to be true.
Of course, the risk; of being made to
appear a buffoon is increased and
incredibly palpable. In fact, earlier
this week, yours truly was told : to
watcfrthe vera'c'ity of his column-writing by a religious figure—possibly an
omen for the future.
This space could be predictable and
say something like, "Now that the Pats
have gone down, the Eagles remain
undefeated and as the only such outfit,
are the best team in football. '" And
believe me; I'd love to say that. Or, it
could say something like, "The Steelers
have come from nowhere and taken
down the best team in football , so
they 're now on top of the King-of-fhe-

Hill match that decides the Number One
Contender to the Lombardi Trophy."
Instead I'll say that the Jacksonville
Jaguars are the best team in football for
several reasons that take more derivation.
First of all, the Kardiak Kats of
north Florida (Bush country) have
exceeded expectations by a greater
margin than any other team in the
NFL. Granted, their record is a puny 53, paling in comparison to the suddenly altered Big Three (New England,
Phj lly and Pittsburgh). However, the
Kats have that look—that magically
gritty "nothing to it" demeanor that
takes a young team places, and sometimes to the top, before it can recognize
what happened during its ride. See the
2000 Baltimore Ravens or the 2001
New England Patriots for a reference.
Or the 1996 Yankees. Sigh.
The Kats lost to the Houston Texans
this week. Byron Leftwich didn 't pull it
out the way he has in recent games. But,
to those of you out
there who venture
outside of the New
England
sporting
bubble (admittedly a.
rosy one at the
moment), do you
really think that matters? Jacksonville is
at the top of its division. On any given
day, the outcome of
that game could have
gone either way. In
fact, this writer
would venture to say
that the Jaguars
could beat any team
in the NFL on any
given day.
They won 't win
all of their games.
They will win their
division and they have a shot at the
third seed in the AFC playoffs come
January (with a sniping chance at number 2, or even 1). This may mean they
face New England at home in the divisional playoff. This is if the Pats stay in
the second seed; which is where, they
suddenly find themselves. Reason for
your attention: declared. Watch this
team, watch its young quarterback, but
watch its defense especially well. This
is the kind of team that wins upset
games. Witness the AFC South crownstealing game against the Colts last
week. Be wary of the Jags.
But don't be surprised if it turns out
in January that the Steelers are the second-best team in the AFC.
Recommendation: Corona. Light
and golden, like the Rams and half of
their uniform. Somebody stop me from
reaching this far.

The Jaguars
have that lookthat magically
gritty "nothing
to it" demeanor
that takes a
young team
places, and
sometimes to
the top, before it
can recognize
what happened
during its ride.

Men s soccer finishes
season after loss to Bates
BY STEVE SANDAK
STAFF WRITER

The men 's soccer team ended on a
loss this past Saturday when they finished up their season with a heartbreaking 1-0 loss against the Bobcats
of Bates College, The Mules traveled
down to Lewiston to face off against
their bitter rival and was lookingjo end
the season on a good note, The onl y
goal of the game was scored by Bates
junior Terrcnce Connell. Council leads
the Bobcats in goals scored with 10 on
the season. Bates outshol Colby 10-5 in
Saturday 's match.
The Mules finished their season
with an overall record of 5-7-1 , similar to last season 's record of 6-6-2 ,
and a New England Small College
Athletic Conference record of 1 -7-1.
Bates had a strong season finishing
with a record of 10-3-1, ty ing the
school record. With the win , filth
seeded Bates took on fourth seeded
Wesleyan University in Ihe NESCAC
quarterfinals but ultimatel y lost. This
was another talented NESCAC team
that Colby played with the entire
game but came up just short . Colb y
ended the season in ninth place, beating out onl y Connecticut College,
Despite the team 's low standing, the
Mules were quite capable of defeating
most of the teams that they played .
They were simp l y not able to capitalize on scoring opportunities.
Captain Ryan Boccuzzi '05 characterized the Bates squad as "very offensively minded and challenging, "
Although the Mules lost , many of the
younger players on Ihe team got some

valuable play ing time and did quite
well. Will Kinder '07 had another
strong performance and looks to be
one of the key members of the squad
for future years. Josh Kahane '07
made five saves and onl y let up one
goal in his effort against Bates.
Although Davidson will be hard to
replace, it looks like Kahane will be
able to fill the senior keeper 's shoes
quite well.
This season was full of high hopes
which were not fulfilled , The season
started while most of the campus was
still enjoy ing their summer and the
returning members of the varsity team
went to the United Kingdom to train
and play. The team was more cohesive
than it had been in the past which led
to a more united style of play, The
players went into every game with the
mentality that they could have beaten
anyone in the NESCAC . The Mules
tied
historical
league
leader
Middlcbury College in a heated battle
and took fourth seeded Weslcynn to
overtime in a tough loss ,
"We were literall y a couple goals
iiway from having an extremely successful season. We played organized
soccer both on defense and olfense
and we only failed in scoring a few
more goals," Boccuzzi said, The
men 's soccer program will lose seven
seniors this season, but with a strong
group of underclassmen waiting to fill
in the program will likely thrive next
year. The 1eam seems to' have taken a
great stride in getting the excitement
for men's soccer out across campus
und positioning themselves to be a
threat nex t year.

Women 's rugby beats Northeastern in playoff s
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Women 's rugby defeated Northeastern University Saturday ina close, tough match: They will take on Bowdoin College Saturday in the p layoff' s.
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ing, Bates' Jessie Gargtulo 07
scored to tie the game.
Desp ite Bates ' momentum, Colby
refused to let the Bobcats score in
two overtime periods , but the tie
remained and Colby did not reach
the playoffs. The season ended at 25-2 in the league and 7-5-2 overall.

Though devastated with the result,
the Mules were to some extent
¦¦
pleased. ¦. ' ¦ ' ' '
Tri-Captain Austgen felt "it was a
strong ending to both the season and
to [the seniors '] soccer careers..-.the
game was intense; our team left all it
had out on that field. It has been an

amazing four years and I will never
forget my Colby women's soccer
ladies." Tri-Captain Amanda Walsh
'05 : remarked on the team 's preparedness and said that "[the players] knew bow much this game
meant to everyone and that really
showed on the field. " She also noted
the stellar play of fellow Tri-Captain Riley.
Riley, who had 11
saves, said, "We did
everything we had to
do to win, but sometimes it 's just not
meant to be. We didn 't
do things we needed to
do' earlier•ifl'the season,"
which put us in a mustwin
position.
Unfortunately, a tie
wasn 't, enough, even
though everyone on the
team played very well.
I am proud of everyone
on the team and I know
that they will be very
successful next year."
Golby women 's soccer
will miss Austgen ,
Walsh and Riley and
teammates Andaya and
Scarlett Slenker, all of
whom graduat e this
coming spring.

and the level of play , increased as
each was determined to win. Bates '
persistent pressure could not defeat
the Mules' defense, led by goalkeeper Elizabeth Riley '05, sweeper
Katie Austgen '05
and backs Jessie
'07
and
Kaplan
"
'08
Mojlie Puskar
,
whom
together
helped the team to a
shutout in the first
half
It was still O-O after
70 ' minutes. Colby
was p lay ing the game
it had come to play.
Kara McCabe and
Kaitlin Herlihy '06
played notably well
and with 20 minutes
left the team got its
answer when Liz
Morbeck '07 assisted
Libba Cox '07 , giving
Colby a 1-0 lead. The
playoffs were in
sight, but Bates was
relentless and the
game was particularly
pressing toward the
end. With less than
four minutes remainECHO FILE PHOTO
While defense was .strong for Colby, they were unable to score in the overtime session against Bates.

Water polo finishes third at Middlebury
By JUSTIN ANSEL
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby water polo team finished
their season with a tournament at
Middlebury College on Saturday Oct,
23 and Sunday Oct. 24. The tournament
featured club teams from Colby,
Bowdoin College, Bates College, (he
University of Vermont, Boston College,
Dartmouth
College
and
host
Middlebury. The teams all played well
including the Colby team who finished
in third place overall behin d
Middlebury and Dartmouth,
The Colby team entered the tournament as the third seed alter a solid ove rall season, Colby began the ir
tournament against sixth seeded
Bowdoin who Colby had beaten twice
(18-5, 13-5) earlier this year, The Colby
team was confident heading into their
match willi Bowdoin nnd dominated in
a similar fashion as in the two previous
meetings. Colby won the game 12—3
behind the solid defense of Andrew
Peterson 'OK and leading; scorer John
Wickes '08 ,
Colby laced oil with second seeded
Middlebury in their secon d yitme of l lie
tournament, The Colby team was wwy
of Middlebury 's ability having lost to
the Panthers 12-4 on Oct , 16. "We
knew Middlebury was the number 2
seed for a reason nnd that we were
going to hav e to play « mistake-free
game to bent them ," said Jabez Devvoy
'07. Unfortunately for the Mules, llie
game ended much like the two teams '

previous meeting with Middlebury
winning 15-5,
The Mules then enteral the Sunday
portion of their tournament play ing in
the third p lace game against Boston
College . Colby split their season series
with l he liagles losing on Oct. 2 6-5 and
defeating thorn on Oct . 16 by a score of
v-5, The game figured to be close
between the third seeded M ulcs and the
fourth seeded Ragles, bill was dominated by Colby who won 7-1 behind four
goals from Wickes and three goals from
Dewey. The defense also turned in a
fine pcrforninnce led by Peterson , keeping (lie liagles lo onl y one goal, "We
won Ihe game because of Andrew
[ Peterson| and really manhandled them
defensively," Dewey said,
The win against ltoston put the
Mules in third place for the tournament
and showed a solid performan ce all
around. VuplmnTom Ireland '1)5 led Ihe
team throug hout the tournament on
both (he ollensive and delensive side
prov iding strong leadershi p for the rest
of the lenin. Chris DeSiintis '06 also
played well throughout Ihe tournament
hel ping the Mules sou ndl y defeat
Boston to finish third .
The tournament marked the end ol
the water polo season as Ihe Mules Jinished with a record of 7-3 on the year.
The team saw contributions , from i»
number of players throughout the year
as the experienced players meshed well
with the younger members of the team
to create a f 'ormidablu opponent for
each team they played,
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Yacht club perf orms well in Wellahan Trophy
By WALTERCAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER "

—

Boxers may constantly run the risk
of having their ribs, nose or jaw broken, football players may be in danger
of tearing muscles or tendons and
spraining, breaking or shattering
numerous limbs and joints and hockey
players must continually deal with
being smashed against hard, cold
walls and often losing half their teeth,
although it 's questionable how many
teeth anyone willing to play hockey
actually had to begin with. However,
none of these athletes have ever had to
deal with the risk of freezing to death
in depths of murky water. What sort of
a fearless, persistent, strong-willed
person would brave such peril? The
same sort of risk-seeking human being
willing to join the Colby Corinthian
yacht club.
On Sunday, Oct. 24 the Colby
yacht team competed in the
Wellahan Trophy at the University of
Southern Maine. During the first
race the B division boat capsized and
struggled to bring their boat back to
the upright position for 10 minutes.
"We ended up pulling them because

in the regatta at the
University of Southern
Maine, which was the last
regatta of this season. Based
on how well their practices
had been going in the preceding weeks, the B division
boat, sailed by Eliza Benson
'07 and Connor Tubridry '08,
had it not capsized, would
most likely have done well,
also. Allen stated that "practices have been going well"
with "beginners [practicing]
in the beginning of the week,
and racing practices [occurring] Wednesday through
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.C0LBY.E0U
Friday" The last practice of
The A division boat tookfourthp lace in the Wellahan Trophy at USM.
the season took place on Oct.
22. Because it has become
of the cold and the danger of meantthat the heavier teams ended up too cold to sail most of the time, the
Colby yacht club has "started pulling
hypothermia^" said A team 's com- doing better."
"We placed 11 out of 13 overall, our boats for the winter, and storing
modore Christian Allen '05.
In spite of the dangerous situation because our B division capsized," our equipment." But soon, or considthat the B division found themselves, Allen said, but "if you just look at ering the length of Maine winters, not
Allen said that "Ihe regatta went real- our A division , since they were the so soon, the bitterly cold winter airs
ly well." The course was only some- only ones that ended up sailing, we will dissipate and when they do, the
what overcast, with temperatures in placed fourth, after Bowdoin, Tufts Colby Corinthian yacht club will be
the mid-40s, a steady breeze blowing and Bates."
waiting, ready, once again, to couranortheast. According to Allen, "It was
Colby 's A division boat, manned; geously risk hypothermia.
really breezy with a lot of chop, which by Allen and Nolan Reis '08, did well

Volleyball to take on Middlebury in NESCAC playoffs
By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby volleyball (21-9, 5-5
NESCAC) secured their fifth place
position in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference this
weekend after taking" two wins
against Connecticut College and
Wesleyan University and one loss
against Trinity College at Bates
College.
The women took an easy win
Friday ni ght against Connecticut
(10-17, 1-9 NESCAC) in a three
match game (30-11, 30-11, 30-22).
Megan Devlin '06 led the Mules
with 14 kills and 18 defensive digs
while Mariah Daly '06 contributed
13 kills and three blocks. First-year
Cassie Sancartier added 25 assists,

lj 2<digs8nd l two,aess.,i, ::.,;, ,;¦ ::,., ;

Colby,was unable to push past
Trinity (12-10, 3-7 NESCAC)
Saturday afternoon and ultimately
fell to the Bantams in a hardfought five match game (30-26,
24-30, 31-29 , 21-30, 16-14).
Captain Cait Cleaver '06 had 25
kills and 23 digs while Devlin finished with 18 kills and 33 digs.
Kendall ICirby '07 added 30 digs,

tournament
this
coming weekend."
She concluded that
"overall, the weekend was a positive
one in that we were
able to practice running new offensive
plays as well as prepare for next weekend's tournament."
Next weekend the
Mules will travel to
the NESCAC championship tournament
at Williams College
where they will take
on
Middlebury
College, whom they
have lost to twice
ECHO FILE PHOTO
this season. Colby is
Colby took wins this weekend against Wesleyan and Connecticut before falling to Trinity.
hopeful that they
will be able-to win
Sancartier had 40 assists and 18 finish the weekend at 2-1. Cleaver any close matches next : weekend,
digs, Jennifer Radcliffe '06 had 20 led the team with 12 kills and 18 which have frequently been their
assists and 22 digs and Julie Hike digs in the 30-27, 30-26, 30-15 downfall this season. On a number
'07 had five blocks. Cleaver com- victory. Devlin added 21 di gs and of occasions, the Mules have lost in
mented that "We played Well seven
kills
while
Vanessa five match games against teams that
against [Trinity] but were unable to Ambatielos '05 had 2 3 di gs. they are capable of defe ating.
pull ahead. "
Cleaver noted that the wins last However, all the wins and losses of
The Mules took another easy 3- weekend were important because the season are now of no impor0 win against Wesleyan (13-4, 4-6 "both wins helped secure our fifth tance as the Mules enter their final
NESCAC) Saturday afternoon to place seed for the championshi p weekend of play.

Colby crews dominate CBB championship
By JUSTIN ANSEL
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The fall portion of the men 's and
women 's crew season concluded
this past weekend with the ColbyBates-Bowdoin
championshi p
headrace in Brunswick. The races
went well for both the men 's and
women 's varsity 8 boats. The men's
boat won their 3-mile race by 26
seconds while the women 's boat
also finished first with a 31-second
victory in their 3-mile race,

"Saturday was a great way to end
our fall season ," said Captain
Caroline Andresen '05. "We had a
reall y solid last 2 ,000 meters of our
race where wc brought up the rating
well and reall y opened up the gap
between us and Bates. "
Both boats tried to race aggressively in their final race of the season and the teams accomplished
this goal, as they were able to
overcome an unfamiliar course and
win their races, "We were on an
unfamiliar, tidal bod y of water and

FIELD HOCKEY: Jo takeon MiddleburySaturday
Continued From Page 10
Bowdoin player 's bragging rights.
Bonner exp lained , "Knocking
Bowdoin out of the NESCAC tournament was possibly the brightest highlight of my athletic career at Colby. I
love that our team stepped on to Hieir
tur f and played like we owned the
field. We shut down their momentum
by marking out their key players.
Jamie linos played like a superstar
and Jen Reilly showed us all what it
means to really play the post . It was
spectacular to see everyone on the
team playing their top game and giving 100 percent."
Coach Bematchez also agreed with
Bonner, stating that , "going into the
game [on Sunday], they knew they
could make history by being the first
Colby field hockey team to make it to
the
NESCAC
finals.
Coach
Godomsky motivated the seniors to
"leave their mark" on Colby field
hockey by taking this team to the next

level. Every one of the seniors played
out of their minds. They were so
tough, and didn 't let down for a second. But it was a total team effort
with two freshmen really coming
through for us. First-year Jenn Reill y
scored our only goal, and Jnmie linos
was amazing in the cage. I am so
proud of every member of the team.
We will work hard this week on the
turf to prepare for Middlebury. We
played them tough when they were
here , so there is no reason to believe
that we can 't bent them up there ."
The Colby Mules are looking to
make history again, They will be taking the field on Saturday at
Middlebury and hopefully will be
com ing home victorious.
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so it was a challenge for all the
crews to know exactl y where they
were in the race," said Coach Stew
Stokes. "Those sorts of conditions
pose a uni que psychological challenge over a race that lasts 15 or 16
minutes , but the team handled it
quite well. "
Men 's Captain Ted Farwell '05
was similarl y impressed with the
performance. "We rowed particularl y aggressively during the middle of the race , The course did catch
us a hit off guard at the end ,"
Farwell said , "but we were up to the
challenge and rowed well ."
The race also went well for the
junior varsity women 's team who
won their race desp ite racing
together for the first time all season. "The JV women 's team did a
great job attacking the race and
giving everything they had ,"
Andresen said.
The teams now look ahead to
their spring season , one that

^
mLg,

should be successful. The teams
improved a lot over the fall and
hope their improvements translate
into success in the spring. "We've
had a good fall—overall team fitness is good, team chemistry is
very good and the boats performed
well , improving a little bit each
week ,'! Stokes said. Expectations
are hig h for the teams , especially
the men 's varsity, whose spring
season will be the last for the 10
seniors on the team . The spring
season culminates with the New
England Championshi ps at the end
of the season.
Before the team can begin the
spring season they enter the important off-season in which the teams
will work inside all winter in the
wei ght room and on the erg
machine to improve strength and
endurance. "The winter is reall y the
most important time for fitness,"
Farwell said. *'I am looking forward
to il and really love crg ing. "
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Bonner was named to the 2004 National Field Hockey Coaches
Association Division III North/South Senior All-Star game. She is a two
timeAll-American and has a total of 102 career points and holds Colby
records for career goals and single-season goals, Bonner leads the Mules in
scoring with ten goals and six assists; she had two assists in Saturday 's victory against Bates which earned the Mules a NESCAC playoff spot

FOULBALLS: RedSox fansare finallyjustfans
Continued From Page 10
more curses, no more self-pity. No more
talking about Enos Slaughter 's mad
dash, Dom Dimaggio 's hamstring,
Johnny Pesky's late throw, the ball that
hit Tony C, the end of the "Impossible
Dream,"Bucky Bleeping Dent, Mookie
Wilson, Bob Stanley,, Kevin Schiraldi,
Bill Buckner, Grady Little, Aaron
Boone, or George Herman Ruth and his
stupid curse. It's over. I lived to see it. I
was in the riot sunounded by cops using
sawed off broom handles for beat sticks.
I even bought a T-shirt that says "Who's
your Papi?" I almost bought the one that
says Yankees Sucked.
It really happened. I've
heard some say the series
was .:-.. . ' :v antitclim' actic.
Maybe, but after the
ALCS ' I don 't think I
would have survived
another seven game series.
Somewhere around game
six I'd have been perched
atop the Leonard B.
Zacum
Bunker
Hill
Memorial
Bridge.
Besides, nothing could
have topped the series
with the Yankees.
And how money was
Curt Schilling? The guy
pitched game two with his
ankle held together by thumbtacks and
Bondo. Then Pedro goes out and shuts
down the Cards for seven scoreless
innings in game three, retiring the last
14 guys he saw. As long as he doesn't
put on Yankee pinstripes next year, the
man will be a legend from Bar Harbor to
Block Island forever. To cap it off,
Derek Lowe pitches the game of his
roller coaster career to win it all. Even
the worst Hollywood hacks couldn 't
vomit out this drcck. It's too perfect.
Never in my life have 1 seen this sort of
collective euphoria, Last Wednesday
night I was with thousands of screaming
fans marching on Fenway Park . There
were people bod y surfing, hugging
strangers, singing the wrong words to
"Sweet Caroline." It was absolute pandemonium , worth the six hour round tri p,
three hours of sleep and the miserable
grade I' m sure I got on my exam
Thursday afternoon. It 's one of those feelings I'll remember for the rest of my life.

Til admit, though, that it didn't really
sink in until Saturday morning at the
parade. Maybe it was my coffee cup full
of Korbel, maybe it was the Mind
Erasers at the pub by the Mass Ave.
Bridge, but seeing the Red Sox riding in
their Duck Boats down the Charles made
it all finally seem real. Nothing brings
people together like a championship. At
the parade I made friends with a grizzled
middle-aged couple, a really sketchy-"
scalper who gave me his card and three
Dominican guys wKb absolutely lost it
when Ortiz, Ramirez and Martinez went
by. Compelling stuff, really.
People were ready to shed the burden. I don't want to hear any of this nonsense about Red
Sox fans being
happy in their
misery. Chalk it
up to media
sensationalism.
Hell, the curse
was its own cottage industry in
New England. I
know
don 't
what
Dan
Shaughnessy is
going to do
with himself.
Things are definitely going to
be
different.
The
talking
heads will have to think of new things to
talk about. I'll never hear the "1918"
chant ever again, but there'll be plenty
of "Year two-thousand" chants come
April 11 when the Sox get their rings
and unfurl the banner in front of the
New York Yankees. '46, '67, '75 and
'86 are just years. They don't mean anything anymore. An entire culture of failure and disappointment was washed
away in one champagne soaked moment
of pure revelry.
It turns out that A-Rod is a curse himself. Mercenaries don 't win championships, but they do slap people.
Seriously, he's the anti-Babe. That was
the best trade the Sox never made, Now
I can finally get some sleep, do my
homework, get a. haircut, talk about
things other than baseball , maybe even
read a book, The Red Sox are finally
just another baseball team and we're
finall y just fans. That's all any of us ever
reall y wanted.

I ve heard some
say the series
was anti-climactic. Maybe, but
after the ALCS I
don't think I
would have survived another
seven game
series.
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Women s cross coun try takes
f ourth in NESCACs; men take bear

By JEREMY LITTLE

By ALEXA LINDAUER

The moment Doug Mientkiewicz
squeezed that underhand toss from
Keith Foulke, my life as a sports fan
changed forever. Up to that very
moment I was expecting the other shoe
to drop. These are the Red Sox after all
and I'm a Red Sox fan. Optimism is
not one of our virtues. For some reason
it happened though. Foulke didn 't
throw the ball over Mientkiewicz into
the dugout. On a ni ght the moon turned
red, the Olde Towne Team won the
World Series. The self-described band
of idiots ran out onto the field , having

Colby men s and women s cross
country teams competed in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference championship meet
Saturday on the Mule's home course.
The women were pleased with their
fourth place finish and look forward to
the New England Division III meet on
Nov. 13 in which they hope to qualif y
for nationals. While members of the
men 's squad performed well, both
Captains Jeff Alden '07 and Peyton
McElye a '05 seemed to agree that the
real victory of the day was the successful kidnapping of the Williams
College team mascot, creatively
named "The Bear" but affectionately
nicknamed "T-Bear."
The women 's team took fourth
place in the meet, coming in behind
Williams, Middlebury College and
Amherst College. Co-Captain Karina
Johnson '05 was the top runner for the
Mules and made the All-NESCAC
team with her eleventh place finish.
Jess Minty '06, who is typically one of
the top. runners for Colby, had an off
race but fortunately the performances
of her teammates kept the Mules
strong against their NESCAC competitors. Coach Debbie ' Aitken said,
"The positive thing that came out of
this race despite the fact that Jess
Minty had an off race was that other
team members had great races." Anna
King '08 and Karen Prisby '07 each
performed well as did Hillary Easter
'06, Liz Petit '08 and Brianna Tufts
'07, who moved into the top seven for
Colby for the first time this season.
Co-Captain Torrey Kulow '05
noted that "while NESCACs is an
important meet, we are ultimately
aiming to do well at the Division III

Foulke didn 't
throw the ball
over
Mientkiewicz
into the dugout.
On a night the
moon turned
red, the Olde
Town Team won
the World Series.
completed the single greatest postseason in franchise history. They pulled
the reverse sweep on the Yankees in the
greatest comeback in sports history and
then they absolutely mutilated the St.
Louis Cardinals in four games to capture the title. It was ridiculous.
In a flash everything changed. No
Continued on Page 9

SPORTS EDITOR

qualifier meet in two weeks, so hope- McElyea added , "It's incredibly disapfully by then we'll have all of the pointing to fall , into a trap like that; I
kinks out and be 'at the top of our mean we ran our best races of the seagame,' ready to conquer any hill and son and still came away empty handfly over many a mile." Next weekend, ed." The Mules are now preparing for
the Mules will send their sub varsity their Division III qualifying meet.
runners to the Eastern College Alden said, "We will come to the meet
Athletic Conference meet at Tufts looking for peak performances and to
University before the team will move show the rest of the NESCAC that we
onto the Division III qualifying meet are better then tenth place."
The real victory for the men's team
the following weekend.
The men's team finished tenth of seemed to be the stealing of Williams'
eleven teams on Saturday. Alden was stuffed bear, which Alden called the
Colby's top finisher with a 39 place "obvious highli ght of the 2004
finish. He pointed out that "personal NESCAC championshi p." He said , "It
records were set for our home course is our turn to terrorize the Bear before
by almost all members of the team." returning it to Williams." McElyea
However, Alden also said, "A tenth also added some not too subtle hints
place finish is more then disappoint- about the importance of the bear, saying. We ran fast, but not fast enough; ing "the race was a real bear," calling
the other teams came ready to race." the team "a family of bearxubs" and

The game started out slow, as both
teams were unable to get on the board
until Colby running back Chris
Bashaw '08 ran for a four-yard touchdown run midway throug h the second
quarter. Bates responded with a field
goal as time expired in the second
quarter to make it 7-3 going into halftime. The Mules defense then came on
strong in the third quarter, forcing
Bates to turn the ball over on downs
on their opening drive of the half. This
set up a 71-yard scoring drive for
Colby capped by another Bashaw
touchdown , this one a 1 5-yard reception from quarterback Justin Smith
'07. Bashaw 's line for the game
earn ed him NliSCAC Rookie of the
Week honors , as he rushed for 102
yard s to go along with the two touchdowns. The Mules added an 18-yard

concluding that "it feels like someone
stole our teddy bear." After an unsuccessful attempt by some Colby students to persuade a security guard to
confiscate the bear for them, a group
of students took more direct action
and physically beat the small
entourage of Williams runners guarding the bear until "T-Bear" was In
their hands and whisked off in a.getaway car. Two Williams runners were
later seen tearfully holding icepacks to
their heads. As the writer has a good
friend on the Williams team, she can
attest that the team was devastated by
the loss of their bear. Williams may
have defeated Colby by almost 2O0
points, but the six hour ride back to
Williamstovyn was undoubtedly :a
¦
lonely one for the~P'ufBle_CbwsT""

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5
• Volleyball
@ NESCAC Championship
¦Williams College- '
SATURDAY.NOVEMBER 6
• Men 's Cross Country
@ ECACs
Tufts University

,

• Women's Cross Country
@ ECACs
Tufts University

:

:

• Football

@ Tufts .;¦;, .

• Women's Basketball
vs.Alumni
1 p,m.
• Men's Basketball
vs. Alumni
:'
.. :4 p.m. " : ¦; "¦ ; ¦
• Field Hockey
<§J Middlebury
NESCAC semifinals
• Volleyball
@ NESCAC Championship
"Williams College

Field hockey to play in
NESCAC semifinals
BY MICHELE BARMASH
' ¦
.' STAFF WRITER . .

:

NAOMI WILSON/THE C0U!V ECHO

Women 's Co-Captain Karina Johnson '05 took eleventh p lace for the Mides,jearning All-NESCAC team honors.

Colby footbal l overcomes late
Bobcat rally to defeat Bates 17-16
field goal from kicker John Goss '05
to make the score llj-3 going into the
STAFF WRITER
fourth quarter.
Bates was not finished, The Bobcat
It wasn 't supposed to he this close.
defense (which had been lit up for 42
The White Mules entered last
points the week before) held strong in
Saturday 's rivalry game against Bates
the fourth quarter, limiting the Mules
College with all the momentum in the
to only five yards of total offense and
world , having defeated Hamilton
forcing two Colby turnovers. Hates '
College 35-0 the week before. The
offense capitalized on the mistakes,
Bobcats were struggling, tied for last in
converting two drives for touchdowns
the New England Small College
and making the score 17-16 with 15
Athletic Conference with a 1-4 record
seconds left in the game and onl y an
alter losing to Middlebury College (a
extra point needed to force overtime.
team the Mules beat by 17 at home earThe Mules ' special teams , however,
lier this year). With rivalry games like
came up bi g when it counted , as M ike
this one, however, records and momenCivitello '05 blocked the extra point
tum go out the window with (he opento give the Mules the victory.
ing kickoff, as Colby was forced to
Captain Steve Kasperski '05 fell
withstand a late Bobcat charge in order
that the game was close because "we
to hang on for the victory.
just didn 't execute on a lot of key
ME-»-»m P la ys." lie also pointed to
!9yH the Mules ' turnover differential as the key stat in the
game as "we were -2
against Bates and didn 't
make the plays we usually
do." Desp ite these concerns
Kasperski
was
pleased with the overall
effort, JIS "the /iwi l score is
what really matters. ''
Next week the Mules
will travel to Boston to
Tuf ts
take
on
the
University Jumbos. Tufts is
onl y 2-4 on the year to
Colby 's 4-2 but beat
Amherst University, to
whom the Mules lost earlier this season. The win
over Bates also puts Colby
in the driver 's scat for this
year 's CBB title , as the
Mules
host
Bowdoin
College on Nov, 13 in the
final game of the year.
PHOTO COUNlt 8Y OF tMN HAGTOHKI
Chris Bashaw W rum into the endzonefor Colby s first touchdown against Bates.
By AJ HERRMANN

this week
in sports

Women's soccer finishes
season after tough tic
with Bobcats in overtime
in the playoffs. Bate s went on to
lose to Bowdoin College on
Sunday,
STAFF WRITER
Colby focused on Saturday 's
game for the entire week and pracThe women 's soccer season ticed with an energy which carried
ended last weekend with a win. •through in -the battl e against the
Last Tuesday at the University of Bobcats . Although Bates was
Southern
Maine
tanked hig her
than Colby in
Christina Andaya
'05 scored two
the
New
Bngland Sinall
goals off assists
College Athletic
from
Katie
Conference, the
McCabe 'OH and
standings do not
Kara McCabe '06
to come
from
predict results;
Iop - sccd ed
behind for a 2-1
teams freque ntl y
victory over the
fall to learns
I luskies.
ranked below
On
Saturday,
Elizabeth Riley '05 th<iin , In fact , on
Colb y faced Bates
Captain
Sunday, all three
College in a game
1 o w e r - s e <j d s
that would decide
defeated their
the fate of the
Mules. If Colby won , the loam hosts in the initial round of the
would advance to the playoffs; if playoffs.
In the game 's fi rst period , the
Colb y did' not , the team would
return home and the season would Bobcats did not expect such an
come to an end. Unfortunately, the aggressive, tenacious Colby team
latter resulted and the women look
Continued on Page 8
to next season to make their mark
By MERIDITH M.
BLASCOVICH

We did everything we had to
do to win, but
sometimes it 's
j ust not meant
to be.

On what initially appeared to be a
weekend that could disappoint, the
Colby Mules took on Bates College
for a crucial win, which led them to
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference quarterfinal on
Sunday.
Saturday 's game at Bates guaranteed the Colby Mules to go on to the
quarterfinal against second seeded
Bowdoin College. Adrienne LeClair
'05 and Co-Captain Lauren.Smith '05
had the first two goals of the game in
the first half that allowed the Mules to
take an early lead. With 18:50 remaining in the second half , Bates' own
Erin Chandler '08 scored a goal
bring ing the game to a much closer
score. With 8:12 Chrissy Maloney '07
helped Colby regain some stature and
then with 6:32 remaining Jenn Reilly
'08 sealed the deal. Co-Captain
Wendy Bonner '05 assisted the last
two Colb y, goals. Jamie Enos '08
he ld her own in the cage, stopping a
total of seven shots.
Coach Amy Bernatchez commented by saying, "1 am reall y pleased that
the team is finally peaking, just in
time for the tournament. The team
played great on turf this weekend, but
more than anything they played with
a lot of passion ,"
On Sunday, Colby faced a fustpaced Bowdoin on their turf Held in
Brunswick. The second-seeded
Bowdoin completel y underestimated
the seventh-seeded Colby. Reill y
scored midway through the first half
which allowed Colby, for the very
fi rst time in our school's history, to
advance to 4-he-NESCAC semi-final
which will be played at Middlebury
this coming Saturday. Goaltender
linos played an phenomenal game
stopping 15 shots and disallowing any

INSIDE SPORTS

Corinthian yacht club ends season

After a successful season, Ihe yacht club put
away their boats for the winter, PAQE 9

Volleyball to play Middlebury

Volleyball will take on Middlebury in the first
PAGE S
round of NESCAC playoffs Friday.
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